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Yosemite, 23-30 Sept 2006

A little preview of things to come

The Players

Itinerary and Lodging Info

All the pictures from last time

Weather and Packing Tips

Rental Car

Flights

Random Notes that Probable No One but Trent Cares About

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Yosemite
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The Players

Trent

Barb

Donna

Anna

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=The+Players
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Weather and Packing Tips

The NPS quotes the typical Sept max temp at 87 with the mins at 47. Of course that's at the valley floor - at higher elevations, where

most of the good hikes take you, the temps will probably be at least 10 degrees cooler.

Now that might be the official story, but the last time I was in the Sierra Nevadas in September we had snow in the higher elevations.

We were further north at the time and the locals said it was extraordinary to get snow that early, but it can happen. Plan on it being

pretty cool in mornings with nice hiking temps during the day (except for Death Valley which will be frickin' hot) and you should be well

prepared.

Sun screen will be a must, and I'll be packin' deet just in case.

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Weather+and+Packing+Tips
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Rental Car

I reserved a normal-sized SUV.

Advantage Rent-A-Car

Confirmation# : 832-0006822-RZ

Some info we'll need at the airport:

"Service provided by U.S Rent A Car. upon arrival contact the rental counter at McCarran or our rental depot from the direct dial

telephone at the baggage claim area or from any public telephone Call 800 777 9377 toll free. Tell our agent which airline you arrived on

or if you are located at the charter or FBO terminals. Our shuttle operates 24 hours a day fromour rental depot 1.5 miles from the arrival

terminals."

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Rental+Car
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Flights

Trent and Anna:

Saturday, September 23 -

BALTIMORE-WASHNTN(BWI) to LAS VEGAS NV(LAS)

Flight 2993 M

Depart BALTIMORE-WASHNTN(BWI) at 7:00AM and

Arrive in LAS VEGAS NV(LAS) at 9:15AM

Saturday, September 30 -

LAS VEGAS NV(LAS) to BALTIMORE-WASHNTN(BWI)

Flight 2539 M

Depart LAS VEGAS NV(LAS) at 8:45AM and

Arrive in BALTIMORE-WASHNTN(BWI) at 4:15PM

Barb and Donna:

Saturday, September 23 -

Rochester (ROC) to Pittsburgh (PIT)

Depart 6:05 am Arrive 6:59 am

America West, Flight: 4056

Pittsburgh (PIT) to Las Vegas (LAS)

Depart 8:45 am to Arrive 10:16 am

America West, Flight: 5162

Saturday, September 30 -

Las Vegas (LAS) to Charlotte (CLT)

Depart 7:30 am Arrive 2:36 pm

US Airways, Flight: 700

Charlotte (CLT) to Rochester (ROC)

Depart 5:25 pm Arrive 7:12 pm

US Airways, Flight: 4082

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Flights
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Alabama Hills

"The Alabama Hills Arch can be found by driving 5.3 miles up the Whitney Portal Road. Turn right onto a short dirt road and go about 500

feet. Park near the fence, walk through an opening in the fence, and cross the wooden bridge over Lone Pine Creek. Walk north up the

bank of the creek and then follow the sandy wash that parallels the ridge on your right (east). Walk north for about ten minutes then scan

the ridge on the right for the arch. Look carefully, it blends into the rocks. When you spot the arch, it's another ten minute walk up the

ridge to the base of the arch."

http://www.photo.net/bboard/q-and-a-fetch-msg?msg_id=001K34&tag=

From Whitney Portal Rd go 3 miles, turn right on Movie Rd. Take the short hike to the Alabama Hills.

http://64.233.161.104/search?q=cache:NY5mbFgWDhEJ:outdoorphotographer.com/yourfavoriteplaces

/index.php%3Fpage_id%3D7%26filter_state%3DSouthwest+alabama+hills+arch+gps+coordinates&hl=en&gl=us&ct=clnk&cd=2

Image

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-

index.php?page=Random+Notes+that+Probable+No+One+but+Trent+Cares+About
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Winter Park, 13-17 Dec 2006

A little preview of things to come - except it won't all be so flat!

The Players

Itinerary and Lodging Info

Rental Cars

Flights

Random Notes that Probably No One but Trent Cares About

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Winter+Park
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The Definites:

Donna

Trent

Ed

John (commuting to the slopes daily)

Joe (staying at his place)

Art (The Alien)

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=WinterParkPlayers
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Rental Car

We have a SUV.

Dollar

Confirmation #: V0793593

Vehicle Type: SUV Standard ( Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo or similar )

Rate: 4 Days at $58.45 per day. Unlimited mileage.

Base Rate: $233.80

Total Estimated Charges: $302.62

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=WinterParkRentalCars
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Trent and Ed:

Wed Dec 13

United Airlines 743

Depart BWI 4:53 pm

Arrive Denver, CO (DEN) 6:50 pm

Sun Dec 17

United Airlines 310

Depart Denver, CO (DEN) 8:30 am

Arrive Baltimore, MD (BWI) 1:45 pm

Donna:

Wed Dec 13

United Airlines 7223

Dep Buffalo (BUF) 2:30 pm

Arrive Washington (IAD) 3:50 pm

United Airlines 919

Dep Washington (IAD) 4:32 pm

Arrive Denver (DEN) 6:21 pm

Sun Dec 17

United Airlines 348

Dep Denver (DEN) 8:28 am

Arr Washington (IAD) 1:36 pm

United Airlines 7342

Dep Washington (IAD) 2:38 pm

Arr Buffalo (BUF)3:49 pm

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=WinterParkFlights
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Old lodging notes

In the town of Winter Park (~3 miles from the slope) there is the Snowblaze - 2 BR, 3 bath, 3 beds including one in the loft. There's a

kitchen and hot tub and it's an easy stroll to restaurants and bars. $595 including all taxes. 800.979.0332

Slope-side, the Zephyr Mountain Lodge has a two BR, 2 bath, 3 bed place for $615 (taxes and all). Their web site claims "It's as close as

you can sleep to the lifts without sleeping outside" — and it wouldn't be on the Internet if it wasn't true! It also has all the other necessities

- kitchen and access to a hot tub. There are bars/restaurants in this area as well, just not as many as you find in town. 1-800-666-4857

x6122 (Ryan)

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=CWinterParkRandomNotes
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Grand Canyon & Canyon de Chelly, 19-26 May 2007

A little preview of things to come

The Canyon Players

Itinerary and Lodging Info

Weather and Packing Tips

Rental Cars

Flights

Notes/Questions & Answers

Trail Maps and Other Trip Teasers

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Grand+Canyon+de+Chelly
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The Players

Donna

Barb

Anna

Anh

Peg

Trent

Jack

Jim

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=CanyonPlayers
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Weather and Packing Tips

Nothin' but good weather, of course! 

The NPS Grand Canyon hiking page has hiking tips, maps, and etc.

Some things to consider for your backpack:

-Someone suggested a comfortable pair of sandals or something else to wear around camp. I'll (Trent speaking

here) probably pass on that since I tend to drag my feet a little when I'm tired â€” open-toe shoes aren't a good

idea for me.

-Food. From Donna: There were no dinner meals available at the Phantom Lodge (about a half mile from the campsite

in the bottom of the canyon), so Barb is talking about bringing some MREs. I know she has at least 5, if she

hasn't located all 8 yet. I have a small burner, and will buy a can of fuel out there. I have a mini-cookset (can

boil about 3 cups of water) and a coffee filter. There were 3 openings for breakfast, so I jumped on them. I will

keep checking for cancellations. I also reserved 8 sack lunches that we pick up at the Phantom Ranch for the hike

out. They are supposed to have a bagel/cream cheese, fruit, nuts, granola bar, apple juice, etc.

(Trent says) In any event, you definitely need trail food - I always include something salty, particularly when hiking in dry, hot areas.

-If you think you'll do some hiking at the bottom, then you probably want to take something to carry water in

that won't require you to carry your' big honking backpack. Of course that might not be a problem for folks with

reasonably sized backpacks, but mine is so large I'd like to lose it as soon as I get to the bottom.

-Sun screen and bug spray. A small bottle of both would be a good precaution. Doubt if we need the bug spray, but

definitely the sun screen.

-Flashlight. I love those LED flashlights. They burn forever (I once left one on for five days straight) and give

good light.

Other Packing Tips:

-Swimsuit. If you're into hot tubs, we'll have one in Chinle.

From Donna: There is also a place in the bottom of the G.C. where we can swim, in case you want to bring a suit down with you.

The average high temp for May in the bottom is about 90, and the average low is about 68.

From Donna: A light pair of gloves may come in handy in the early mornings or evenings (remember the sleet/snow last June?)

Also, the website for Antelope House Tours shows a picture of some people using a rope to help them climb up a trail in Canyon

de Chelly. I spoke to our guide, and we have to call him the day before our hike to set up a meeting time, based on the weather.

He's 68-year-old Navajo, and comes highly recommended by both the National Park Service and his son, who runs the tour

company.

Barb says: I have a pack of water purification tablets, a compass (with a mirror that can be used to signal), and a whistle.

Anna says: Trent mentioned on the phone today using trash bags for under the tent on the off chance it rains. I don't know if anybody has

CanyonWeather http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-print.php?page=CanyonWeather
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a basic list of things needed. (you know: tent, sleeping bag, food, water, pogo stick...) I'm afraid I'll forget something since I've never done

this!!

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=CanyonWeather
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Notes/Questions & Answers

Barb asks/comments:

1. Do we need to make reservations for a Jeep tour of Monument Valley?

Trent here: Nope, the last time I was there I found an almost anoying number of folks offering to take me on a tour. Googling revealed

that's still the case.

2. Is the Indian guide reserved (and I don't mean "shy")?

Donna's reply: I e-mailed Antelope House Tours (one of the tour companies recommended by the N.P.S.), and if I don't get a response by

this coming week, I will call to reserve a guide. You can't rush the Navajo - they run on Indian Time. It will be $25/hr. for a guide, and they

take you a few different places, including up some foot-hold trails to old dwellings. Check out their website...

Update: Donna's in contact with Adam Teller, who wrote back:

"Yah ah tee hay! I sure can provide the best guide for you, my father Ben Teller. He is an excellent guide and will provide an education in

the Navajo ways. He was born inside the Canyon De Chelly and grew up at Blade rock, Tsegi overlook area. He is around 68 and is in

excellent shape to hike with your group. <snip> We also have a company caterer that caters Navajo cusine and can meet you with food at

our "Last Outpost" (small snack stand) run by my sister Tonia Yazzie."

From Donna: I spoke with Ben Teller, and he will be our guide. We will most likely be hiking down one side of C.d.C., and back up

the other, with a traditional Navajo lunch in the bottom. I left a message for Tonia Yazzie, and told our guide that we would like

lunch, but I haven't spoken to her yet. I'll keep trying...

3. I have five (and Anh said she can bring more) self-heating, Government-issued MREs that were handed out during Hurricane Ivan. The

entrees I have include:

Beefsteak with Mushrooms

Beef Ravioli

Grilled Chicken

Beef Stew

Chili and Macaroni

I don't know exactly what kind of cookies/desserts/shakes, etc. are in each. The packages don't say much, but they do say, "Flameless

ration heaters are prohibited on commercial airlines unless sealed in original MRE menu bag." Anh said the heaters work pretty well:

"They can burn your fingers off!" You just add water. I've been told that the packages contain unnecessary weight in terms of packaging,

tobasco sauce, other condiments, hand wipes, toilet paper, etc. We can strip them down and repackage them for hiking once we get to

the Yavapai Lodge.

I'd like to know which among you are daring enough to commit to eating one? (No, I'm not carrying it for you.)

Trent here: Several websites say the calorie content is around 1,300 (Anh thinks 1300 to 1600, but they don't tell you until after you break

it open). Sounds about right to me... I'll take one - gotta see that "self heating" in action.

From Donna: Bring it on! I can eat anything...although I might pass on the ravioli...

Anna: I'll take whatever has protein! Ravioli, chicken or stew sounds good, but I'm take whatever!

4. I bought each of our brave campers something that no one should live life without - a Titanium Spork! That will decrease backpack

CanyonRandomNotes http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-print.php?page=CanyonRandom...
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weight, yet increase the fun of watching you eat!  I will bring yours with me if I don't have the chance to give it to you before the trip.

Updates from Donna:

I kept one room at the Yavapai Lodge for the night that we will be camping. We will be able to leave our luggage there (instead of in the

vehicles), and in case anyone gets sick/injured, they will have a place to sleep. Also we will have a place to go (and start taking showers)

when we hike back out - without having to wait until 3 or 4 pm to check back in.

There were 3 breakfasts available at the Phantom Ranch for the 5 am seating ($17.50), so I reserved them. We can fight over them later.

They also offer bag lunches w/bagels, fruit, snacks, apple juice, etc. for about $10, so I reserved 8 of them. That will save us from having

to carry down extra food for the hike back out. I will keep checking for cancellations for breakfast.

Barb says: "Hmmm... not being a morning person, I may munch that lunch for breakfast along the trail, then live on Clif Bars, trail mix, and

jerky until I get myself out of that hole."

Anna says: I have all kinds of issues with food due to wacky sugar levels, so I really would preffer a big breakfast before heading out. I'll

need a swift kick out of my tent in the morning tho!

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=CanyonRandomNotes
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The Canyon Hike

Hike Overview:

Barb suggested some trail info for the wiki, so I (Trent) thought I'd do some screen captures from some satellite recon I

did via Google Earth some time ago. You want to go full screen with your browser to view these. This shot shows both of the trails we'll be

taking. On the lower right you'll see the start of the South Kaibab Trail which

will be our way down. ~7 miles long, damn steep, little shade, and no water along the trail. There is a bathroom along

the way - probably rather primitive, I am guessing. You can also spot the location of our hotel - it's hard to read, but it's labeled in red

about center along the bottom of the

picture. At top of the photo you can see our Bright Angel Campground and, about a half mile further north, the Phantom Ranch where

meals are served (we had limited luck getting reservations) and where I'll be able to procure my

evening beer medication. On the way out we'll be taking the ~9 mile Bright Angel Trail which follows the river downstream for a while

(downstream is toward the left on your screen) and then start climbing. Bright Angel has water, bathrooms, and some shady spots.

HOWEVER,

don't bet your life on the water stops - carry enough to get you out. I'm guessing, but the pipe that carries the water

probably comes from the springs on the north side of the Canyon - one rock slide and you might be going thirsty. Bright

Angel exits the Canyon on the lower left of the picture.

ImageAt the Bottom:

This shot shows a closer view of the bottom, along with the campsite and the Phantom Ranch. See that trail that overlooks the Phantom

Ranch toward the top of the picture? You can picture me sitting about where the

trail dog-legs, drinking a beer replenishing my carbs for the hike back out, and watching the sunset.

ImageThe River Crossing:

And finally, just how does one forge that pounding Colorado River? Not to worry, there's a bridge (two of them, actually):

Image

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=CanyonTrailMaps
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Another American SW Tour - Arches and More, Oct 2007

A little preview of things to come

The Tour Players

Itinerary and Lodging Info

Weather and Packing Tips

Rental Cars

Flights

Notes

Trail Maps and Other Trip Teasers?

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Another+American+SW+Tour+Arches+and+More
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The Players

Trent

Donna

Jim

Peg

Barb

The Hopefuls

Serps (although perhaps for just part of the trip)

Squirlocks (although perhaps for just part of the trip)

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=TourPlayers
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Packing tips:

Something warm. The temperature range here will be pretty extreme. As of a week before departure, projected temps across the various

places we will travel ranged from a low of 32 to a high of 77. That high was a little uncharacteristic, most of the projected highs were

around 63. Brilliant sunshine was the projected as well, as is the norm. In other words, perfect hiking temps, but be prepared for a little

cool stuff in the morning and evening.

Small Flashlight. Just how aggressive do you want to be? A fantastic way to see the sunrise is to hike into Arches NP to see the sun rise

on Delicate Arch. BUT, it would require what most folks would probably consider an insanely early start. Here is an example of the sight,

except it was taken at sunset.

In any event, with the days being shorter this time of year I could see us on the trail when it's kinda dark.

Sunscreen. An easy thing to forget as the weather finally starts to cool on the east coast, but it'll mostly likely be brilliantly sunny where

we're heading.

Other Stuff:

Alternate Kinds of Activities? Since I (Trent speaking) have done the Arches/Canyonlands thing twice already, I might opt for something a

little different while we're there. I was thinking about a 4x4 tour. Maybe something like this. I won't decide until we get there, but wanted

to get y'all thinking in case you're interested.

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=TourWeather
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Route:

Image Note: This one is a Friday to Friday trip, but that includes a Federal holiday so for us Govies it still just 40 hours of leave.

Plan:

DAY ACTIVITY DRIVING

DISTANCE

WHERE DO

WE SLEEP?

Day

1

5

Oct

Fly to Salt Lake, drive to Moab (stop 2), gateway town for Arches and Canyonland National

Parks (stop 3), (stop 4)

240 Miles Moab

Day

2

6th

Explore Arches/Canyonlands Moab

Day

3

7th

Expore Arches/Canyonlands. Depart in the evening for the Blanding area (stop 5), the Natural

Bridges Monumnent Gateway town.

110 Miles Monticello

Day

4

8th

Get an early start for a long day which begins with a 8.5 mile loop in Natural Bridges (stop 6)

that takes us by all the major arches. Depart that afternoon for Page, AZ (stop 9) with a quick

photo stop at the amazing Goosenecks of the San Juan (stop 7) and another possible attempt at

Monument Valley! (stop 8) (We drive right past it.)

240 Miles Page

Day

5

9th

Explore the Page area - A slot canyon would be really nice. Antelope Canyon is the most

famous, but I think Waterhole Canyon might be the better choice depending on what our on-site

intel reveals. Trouble is, I don't know Waterhole is exactly...we can play that by ear.

Page

Day

6

10th

Explore Lake Powell. On tap for today is a 7.5 hour boat tour on the lake culminating with a view

of the largest natural bridge in the world. It includes a 2 mile (round trip) hike at the end,

necessitated by the low water levels in the lake.

Page

Day

7

11th

Hit the road back to Salt Lake 400 Miles Salt Lake

Day

8

12th

Fly Home 

Lodging:

Moab — Holiday Inn Express Hotel & Suites Check-In: Fri 5 Oct 2007 at 03:00 PM Check-Out: Sun 7 Oct 2007 at 11:00 AM 1515 HWY

191 NORTH MOAB, UT 84532 1-435-259-1150 Conf #64193884, confirmed on my MC. AAA Rate

Monticello — Best Western Wayside Motor Inn Check-In: October 7, 2007; 12PM (12:00) Check-Out: October 8, 2007; 11AM (11:00)

197 E Central Monticello, Utah 84535 Phone: 435-587-2261 Conf #146576809, confirmed on my MC

Page — Best Western at Lake Powell Check-In: October 8, 2007; 3:30PM (15:30) Check-Out: October 11, 2007; 11AM (11:00) 208 N

Lake Powell Boulevard Page, Arizona 86040 Phone: 928-645-5988 Conf #146576701, confirmed on my MC. AAA Rate

SLC — Quality Inn Airport 1659 West North Temple Salt Lake City, UT 84116 Phone: (801) 533-9000 Arrival Date: Thursday, October

11, 2007 Length of Stay: 1 Night Check In Time: 3:00 PM Check Out Time: 12:00 PM Conf #50187382, confirmed on my MC. AAA

Rate.
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Boat Tour:

Rainbow Bridge Boat Tour — Tour web site $124/person 1-888-896-3829 10 October, 8:00 departure Five adults Wahweap Marina

Confirmation: 8038HR 24 hour cancellation policy and I must call 24 hours in advance to confirm.

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=TourItenerary
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Alaska, June 08

A little preview of things to come

The Tour Players

Itinerary and Lodging Info

Weather and Packing Tips

Rental Cars

Flights

Notes

Discussion Board
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Route:

Image

Activity Options

The calendar above includes all the activities we've pre-paid (marked with an asterisk) with the "white space" in the schedule filled in with some suggested hikes; the following is a more

complete list of options.

Homer — Hiking at Kachemak State Park ($60 for water taxi), options for kayaking ($50-$100), bear watching hike/flight in Katmai ($500), perhaps some more hiking (free), fishing (Jack)...

Seward — Kenai Fjords Wildlife/Glacier Cruise (full day, includes dinner - $130), hiking the Harding Ice Field Trail (highly recommended, 8 miles round-trip) (free), more hiking (free), fishing

(Jack)... Denali — Full day (12 or 13 hrs.) bus trip through park ($60), hiking - on our own, or with NPS Ranger (free), options for sled dog tours (Anna), fishing (Jack), options for horseback

tours(extra $), more hiking (free)... Talkeetna — Options include hiking (free), horseback tours (extra $), or flight-seeing tours of Denali (Mt. McKinley) with option of landing on Ruth

Glacier ($150-$250), dog-sled tours (Anna), fishing (Jack).

Lodging:

Anchorage — Clarion Suites 325 W. 8th Ave Anchorage, AK 99501 (907) 274-1000

Homer — Solaris Condos w/kitchen, living room, washer/dryer Keys: North Country Charters which is directly across from the harbor masters office out on the spit near the harbor. Ppen

until 9 PM everyday for your convenience. Condos: 4192 Kramer Lane

Seward — Harborview Inn 804 Third Avenue, Box 1305 Seward, AK 99664-1305 907-224-3217 A combination of a 4-bedroom suite and hotel-style room(s). Suite has kitchen, dining room,

living room, 2 bathrooms, and washer/dryer.

Denali — Denali Mountain Morning Hostel (907)683-7503 Two Rocks Cabin (4 beds/4 people) The Coffee Grinder (4 beds/4 people) Splatter Rock Cabin (2 beds/2 people) (Canceled,

5/9/08)

Talkeetna — Talkeetna Roadhouse Corner of Main Street and C Street, Talkeetna 907.733.1351
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Route and Tour Itinerary:

We'll clean this up, and flesh it out, as details emerge...

This map shows our major stops and lodging. We'll be home based in a single spot for the duration, and commuting from there.

The thin lines are the locations of our adventures.

Image

Lodging

A rental villa in the municipality of Loiza in a complex called Aquatica. My dad and step mom went to see the place and said it was really

nice and in a gated community. (This is very important in Puerto Rico!)

Mater Room 1 queen - 2 adults

Guestroom 1 queen - 2 adults + 1 folding bed for 1 kid

Kids Room bunker with full at botton, 1 twin top, 1 mattres twin below bunker to be slide out

Family Room 1 full futton , chair futton 1 kid, no ac only fan

Donna mentioned she could take the family room with no AC and we figured the 3 gents could take the 'Kids Room'. Kay

and Aimee to one queen bed room and Brandy and I to the other?

Arriving Saturday

Old San Juan:

walk 'til you drop / picture opportunities / lots of history stuff

Sunday (plan to get up crazy early! 

Cave tour, location unkonwn

I spoke to some people in the Spelunking Association of Puerto Rico and they have agreed to work with us to do a tour of

some non-commercialized caves. They would prefer to do this Saturday, but they can do it Sunday as well. We don't have

any details, just that they are willing to take us on an 'adventure' that's not totally commercialized. This will require lousy

clothes! 

Monday

El Junque Rain Forest:

hiking/picture opportunity

many trails including a couple of waterfalls. Should be able to keep us busy for the day.

There is a phosphorecent bay in Fajardo we should visit that night. Some places we can even Kayak. Idea:

http://www.kayakingpuertorico.com/pages/biobay.html
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Tuesday

El Toro Peak:

hiking/picture opportunity

continue hiking the rainforest. Trent said looking at the web pages, he wasn't sure there were enough trails to keep us

entertained two days, but there are two big mountains, so we'll see what we get done the first day. We'll have to come up

with some backup plans.

This is close to Luquillo, which is supposed to be one of the nicest beaches in PR. They have interesting food there as

well.

Wednesday (plan to get up crazy early! 

-> This is a Puerto Rican Holiday so we should get tickets to the cave park in advance)

Rio Camuy Cave Park:

picture opportunity!

The park is normally open Wednesday through Sunday from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. The last tour departs at 3:30 p.m., or

when the park reaches its daily capacity. (787) 898-3100.

Arecibo Observatory:

biggest radio telescope in the world / for the geek in you

Wed - Sunday and Holidays 9am-4pm. Mon/Tues Closed.

half day

Prime Outlets:

Donna would have my head if I didn't take her here!

I'm sure there is a refreshing beberage place somewhere...

quarter day.

Thursday

Ponce:

Indian Ceremonial Park: Open Tues-Sun?, 9am - 4pm, admission US$2 for adults, US$2 for children, (787) 840-2255.

Rte. 503, Tibes., at km 2.2 Ponce

Ponce museum of art: Open daily 10am - 5pm. Admission: Adults $4, children $2, (787) 848-0511 or (787) 848-0505.

Old firehouse

La Cruceta del Vigia: Open Tue-Sun? from 9am to 5:30pm. 17 Vigia, Ponce. (787) 259-3816

Drive thru Salinas and eat at 'La Barca' - 787-824-2594

Drive thru Aibonito, the highest spot on the island

Friday

Guanica

Dry Forrest
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Coastal mangrove forest and an UNESCO World Bisphere Reserve. Open Mon-Sun? 8am-5pm. Rt 333 to Rt 334 in Guanica. (787)

722-1726

Another website says: road 334, kilometer 6 787-821-5706

Punta Ballena Reserve

Hacienda Igualdad - tours can be arranged around the chimney and sugar mill areas. (787) 821-2777.

Saturday

Need to come up with something to do in the morning since our planes don't leave until about 5pm.

Other options:

Snorkeling

Kayaking

Other hiking

http://elyunque.com/forests.html

Guajataca Forest 787-872-1045 http://puertoricoguest.com/guajf685.htm

Fajardo - El Faro - Las Cabezas de San Juan nature reserve

we-fr 787-722-5882 sa-sun 787-860-2560

need reservations

fee is $7

--------

I didn't know where else to put the driving directions!

General:

When you get out the airport take the Baldorioty de Castro #26 road to the EAST to Carolina and Fajardo (not to San Juan) and continue

this road directly that will be converted in several roads, until the end, crossing a toll and several traffic lights (5), and when you hit the

end of the road make a right turn and at 2.6 miles aprox. at the left you will find Aquatika.

More specific:

When you get out the airport take the Baldorioty de Castro #26 road to the EAST to Carolina and Fajardo (not to San Juan ) and this road

will lead you to Loiza. This road directly will be converted to Route#66 with toll. Then after toll in the 2nd traffic light (you will see Belz

outlet mall at your right) you will continue directly crossing #3 road and getting into the #188 until the end of this street, that will be

converted to the #187, and you will find at you right a Shell gas station, a police station and a Mc Donald. Then make a right turn and at

2.6 miles you will find Aquatica at your left.

Then you will talk with the gate security guard and tell the apt. num. (#4903) and my name (Hector Davila). Then you will continue directly

and after a landscape circle area in the middle of the road you can look at your left and see for the parking lot num. 4903 and this is two

of the apt. parking. The apt. is in front of this parking at 3rd level.

Alternative Route through the Coast:

You can eat some typical food and souveniers and enjoy the beach and ocean through this road.

When you get out the airport take the Baldorioty de Castro #26 road to the WEST to San Juan ( NOT TO Carolina and Fajardo) THEN

MAKE A RIGH in the NEXT exit to Isla Verde, Cangrejos and PiÃ±ones #187 road, and continue this road directly that will lead to Loiza

throught the coast for 15 miles and 25 mins aprox. Then when you hit the 2nd traffic light make a left turn and continue in the #187 road

and you will find at you right a Shell gas station, a police station and a Mc Donald. Then make a right turn and at 2.6 miles you will find

Aquatica at your left.
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Packing tips:

Weather will be pretty hot, despite the fact that it's November. Temperatures will probably range from low seventies in the

mountains/evening to nineties during the day. Pack your shorts and short sleve/sleeveless shirts! And your sun block.

Expect a lot of walking in non-hiking situations. Walking shoes are recommended if you don't want to be walking on streets and

sidewalks in your hiking boots.

Nothing like what we had to deal with at Lake Wonder in Alaska, but there will still be plenty of mosquitoes. Bring some repellent!

(Dave had a friend who visited the dry forest and got bit by a LOT of skitters.  I've never had it anywhere near close to that, but

we should probably bring our face net stuff just in case.)

There is high probability that we'll be visiting a non-commercialized cave and one usually comes out looking pretty muddy. Bring a

pair of pants and shirt that you won't mind if it does get completely caked in mud. I don't know which cave we are going, so I don't

know how muddy we'll be, but some of the caves we visited when I was younger involved us getting in some mucky water higher

than our knees. Keep in mind hiking boots would probably not dry overnight to go to the rainforest the next day. I'm sure we'll get

more details from the cave peoples closer to the visit time.

Old San Juan has a lot of pigeons. Bring a hat.

Smaller bills for cash - puerto rico has a lot of vendors on the side of the street and they may not have change for twenties. It may

seem odd to you to be eating off some rinky-dinky thing off the side of the road, but trust me, everybody else does it and we all

turned out okay. Well, I sort of did.  They also have some ice cream vendors that just walk around selling ice cream. I

recommend passion fruit!! All these people we'll have to pay with smaller bills.

It's not called RAINforest for nothing.  Pack accordingly.

While I've seen people hike in the rainforest in sneakers, I don't recommend it. I've also never done the trails in Guanica, so I

don't know what kind of terrain, other than it's dessert. I recommend hiking books. (If you don't already own a pair, make sure you

break them in!)

This is pretty obvious, but it's an island. Bring your swimsuits and swimming trunks! No speedos, please. 

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=PuertoRicoTourWeather
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Primary source is the Center for Disease Control

Routine: Recommended if you are not up-to-date with routine shots such as, measles/mumps/rubella (MMR) vaccine,

diphtheria/pertussis/tetanus (DPT) vaccine, poliovirus vaccine, etc.

Trent's Plan: I got my complete childhood immunization record while I was home over Thanksgiving, I'll review that with my Dr.

David: I had DPT/MMR as a child and that was considered fine (and I had a tetanus shot in the last 10 years so didn't need that). But they

suggested a polio booster shot for anybody over 18 so I'm gonna get it.

(Donna) I had labwork done (titers test) and found out I wasn't immune to measles anymore, so I have to get the MMR again. It also

showed no immunity to Polio, so I'm doing 2 of those to be sure.

Yellow Fever: CDC yellow fever vaccination recommendation for travelers to Tanzania: For all travelers >9 months of age. Vaccination

should be given 10 days before travel and at 10 year intervals if there is on-going risk. Find an authorized U.S. yellow fever vaccination

clinic. Is transmitted to humans through the bite of infected mosquitoes.

I also found a CDC map that shows Tanzania as being a serious yellow fever area.

You can't get Yellow fever vacationations just anywhere. This site lists them :

Trent's Plan: Gonna chat with my Dr. of course, but see myself getting this one.

David: Was told that I should get it so am going to get it.

(Donna) Yep...me too.

Hepatitis A or immune globulin (IG): Recommended for all unvaccinated people traveling to or working in countries with an

intermediate or high level of hepatitis A virus infection (the CDC includes Tanzania in this category) where exposure might occur through

food or water. Cases of travel-related hepatitis A can also occur in travelers to developing countries with "standard" tourist itineraries,

ccommodations, and food consumption behaviors. Transmission: Ingestion of fecal matter, even in microscopic amounts, from close

person-to-person contact or ingestion of contaminated food or drinks. My source was here.

Trent's Plan: Gonna get it.

David: Got first shot and will get second shot after 1 month. Last shot won't be until after the trip.

(Donna) Got the first 2 of the A/B combo, last one due in April.

Hepatitis B: Recommended for all unvaccinated persons traveling to or working in countries with intermediate to high levels of endemic

HBV transmission (see map), especially those who might be exposed to blood or body fluids, have sexual contact with the local

population, or be exposed through medical treatment (e.g., for an accident). Transmission: Contact with infectious blood, semen, and

other body fluids from having sex with an infected person, sharing contaminated needles to inject drugs, or from an infected mother to her

newborn.

Trent's Plan: I'll probably pass. In a continent which in some locales there's a 25% HIV infection rate I guarantee I won't be swapping

bodily fluid, not even if I was wearing all the condoms in Condom World. Hmmm, but then there's always the risk of needing medical

attention...

The CDC shows Tanzania as being an area for both Hep A and B.
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David: It was suggested I get it so I did. Got a combo A/B and will have 3 shots total. One today (Jan 9), one in a month, and the last after

the trip (the first two are the only 'necessary' shots).

(Donna) Got 2 of the A/B combo (Twinrix), will get the last one in April.

Typhoid: Recommended for all unvaccinated people traveling to or working in East Africa, especially if visiting smaller ities,

villages, or rural areas and staying with friends or relatives where exposure might occur through food or water. Transmission: You can get

typhoid fever if you eat food or drink beverages that have been handled by a person who is shedding S. Typhi or if sewage contaminated

with S. Typhi bacteria gets into the water you use for drinking or washing food.

Trent's Plan: Gonna get it.

David: Taking the oral (4 pills) vaccine. Pills give you 5 years and shot is 2 years. Cost is the same (at least at Passport Health. Pills are

every other day and if you miss a dose you must start over. And they need to be refridgerated.

(Donna) Gonna get it.

Rabies Recommended for travelers spending a lot of time outdoors, especially in rural areas, involved in activities such as bicycling,

camping, or hiking. Also recommended for travelers with significant occupational risks (such as veterinarians), for long-term travelers and

expatriates living in areas with a significant risk of exposure, and for travelers involved in any activities that might bring them into direct

contact with bats. Children are considered at higher risk because they tend to play with animals, may receive more severe bites, or may

not report bites. Note: Rabies vaccine is temporarily in limited supply. For updates on the rabies vaccine supply, please check the Rabies

News and Highlights page regularly.

Trent's Plan: Doubt if I get this one. I'll ask my Doctor's opinion, but I don't think it's generally recommended for occasional travelers.

David: Didn't get it.

(Donna) If anything smaller than a lion bites me, I'll get rabies shots with my International Health Insurance. If a lion bites me, I only hope

I live long enough to develop rabies!

Malaria

There's no such thing as a malaria vaccine, but one can take antimalaria drugs while in a risk area. The CDC says "If you will be visiting a

malaria risk area in Tanzania, you will need to take one of the following antimalarial drugs: atovaquone/proguanil, doxycycline, or

mefloquine (primaquine in special circumstances and only after G6PD testing)." A "risk area" is defined as any place below 6,000 feet,

and that DOES include us.

David: Got 22 pills of Malarone (atovaquone and prouanil hcl). Need to take 1 a day starting two days before we reach malaria area. Was

suggested that I start two days before the end of the climb. Then need to take them for 7 days after you leave area (which was said to be

the most important thing).

(Donna) Gonna get them.

Influenza

David: It was highly suggested that everybody have a flu shot. Since I got one at work, I did not have to get another.

(Donna) Got it.

Meningitis
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David: Got this one as well. I basically caved and got everything that was suggested. 

(Donna) I had a reaction to a tetanus/diptheria vaccination a few years ago, so they don't recommend that I get this one. I may get a

second opinion about it.

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=AfricaImmunizations
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I thought it'd be good to have a community page where we could list packing tips since we need to go there largely self-sufficient. As

Marie says, "if you need it, bring it!" I divided it into two sections, the mountain and the race/safari.

For the Mountain

Marie's advice is to "think Arctic" when planning for the climb, but what exactly does that mean in degrees Fahrenheit? Some pretty

extensive googling lead me (Trent) to conclude that I'm gonna be prepared for -15 and windy. Now I hope - and perhaps even the odds

favor - something warmer, but I want to be prepared since I'm thinking I won't be able to pop into REI on the way to the summit! David:

I got a prescription for altitude sickness pills (diamox) and one for Ambien sleep aid (for jet lag). I was talking to a coworker today who

spent some time in a high altitude area. He took diamox and had one side effect (this was 10 years ago). Random parts of his body had a

'pins and needles' sensation, kinda like having your foot fall asleep. One person did not take the medication. They almost had to carry

him off the mountain. And he couldn't sleep and had more trouble breathing. Could have been a coincidence but I think I will be getting

the diamox (will talk to my regular doctor first but can't see myself not getting this unless. Undecided on the sleep aid but I can't sleep well

on planes. Packing thoughts:

Extra batteries for your camera. Batteries don't last as long when it's cold, and you won't be able to plug 'em in, so bring enough

to get you thru it. Carry the spares close to your body and the camera under at least one layer. You actually don't want the

camera to be too warm/humid or the lens will fog up. When skiing I've always had luck just letting it hang under my ski jacket but

outside the other layers.

(From Donna)I'm going to pick up a couple more batteries, and another one for my headlamp.

Flashlight. The final trek to the top begins hours before sunrise (2AM or earlier) so we'll need flashlights. Donna mentioned buying

a headlamp, which would seem to be a great, hands-free solution. Perhaps one of those plus a small flashlight for use around the

huts. LEDs would probably be a great idea to save on batteries.

(From Donna)The trip info specifies a hands-free light for the summit climb, and I'll probably bring a small flashlight as

well.

Something to keep your hands warm and allow you to work the camera. Two layers of gloves - the inner one being thin and tactile

- would work. I'm going with a pair of mitten gloves. Mine aren't the warmest, but I can add a chem heat pack on the coldest

days.

(From Donna)Yep, that's my plan as well. I'll also bring a light pair of gloves for non-frigid temps, because my liners are

slippery.

Chemical heat packs

(From Donna)Some for my mittens, the stick-on ones for my toes, and a couple of the large body warmers for my

sleeping bag.

Something to keep your feet warm. This is the one that has me a little perplexed. I don't want to buy a new pair of boots just for

the top (coldest) leg of the climb, so will probably go with warm socks, my regular boots, and chem packs if I need them.

Polypropylene. I (Trent) bought a polypropylene layer (top and bottom) from Sierra Trading Post (thanks to Donna for finding it)

for Antarctica and it is amazing stuff. Wearing little more than that during a 24 degree training run, it kept me so warm that I

decided I probably couldn't stand to wear it in temperatures that were any warmer. It packs small as well. I'm thinking this will be

my emergency gear at night - I'll throw it in the sleeping bag with me to keep it warm and put it one if conditions are particularly

nasty. It wasn't too expensive, around $15, for the "Kenyon Expedition Weight Polypropylene Underwear".

(From Donna)I'll bring 2 different weights of base layers - light and heavy duty.

Warm sleeping bag. Marie recommends a "four season bag", a common term for which there is no consistent definition. I'm

(Trent) going with something rated at 0 degrees and will have my polypropylene for added warmth if need be.

(From Donna)Everything I've found says there are mattresses in the huts, so we won't need sleeping pads for the

mountain. I even found a few pictures of the inside of the huts, with mattresses.

Jack comment: You may want to consider a sleeping bag liner. It adds a "layer", protects the bag a bit from your grungy

body, and gives you the option of just using the liner in a warm snap. I have a cotton one but I believe silk is warmer and

they likely come in other fabrics as well. You could also use it or plastic bags to cover the matress if it looks narly.

Some lighter thermal underwear. For the trail.

Face protection. Something to cover your skin, particularly should it be both cold and windy. Donna's carrying a balaclava.
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(From Donna)I'm going with "combinable" (?) layers. I have a lightweight balaclava (base layer and for sleeping), and a

windproof lightweight fleece "helmet hat" (From Performance Bike) (with earflaps, since my down coat doesn't have a

hood). I will bring a neck gaiter and a heavy hat in case I need them, and a neoprene face mask. Ski goggles would be a

little much, huh?

(From David) The REI gear list mentions ski goggles. I am probably going to take them for the last day up the mountain

anyway.

Warm hat.

(From Donna)Rain jacket and pants (and tiny umbrella?)

Aspirins or your favorite pain killer.

(From Donna)Duct tape!!!

Trail food.

Whatever other meds you need (e.g., Vitamin I). There probably won't be a pharmacy on the mountain either.

Spare laces for your boots.

Gators or something to keep snow out of your boots. I'll probably just pack some tape so I can tape my pant cuffs to the boots if

that becomes a problem.

(From Donna)I'm bringing gaiters - they're small, light, and work well for keeping snow and scree out of your boots. I

should have used them on Mount Marathon!

Sunglasses

Hat for sun protection

Sunscreen

Chapstick

Day pack

Water bladder and/or water bottle. The water bladder hose will freeze toward the top, so I'll carry a small bottle next to my body.

Per Marie, "there is bottled water available to you on the climb but they charge more for it and it gets more expensive the higher

you climb. You can bring bottled water with you. The porters carry it for you."

(From Donna) Water purification tablets, and powdered Gatorade mix to cover the taste of iodine. I'll probably bring a

water bottle as well. I'm not sure about a water filter...

(From David) A suggestion was made that we go in together and get a light purifier. I think she said it was the best

method, but of course they also happen to sell them, so... Just curious what people thought. I saw one for ~$80.

Toilet Paper

Wet Wipes (particularly since we won't be able to clean up well given the cold those last couple of days toward the top.)

(From Donna)Don't forget deodorant - we'll be stinkin'!

A second pair of shoes to wear in camp. I (Trent) will probably take an old pair of running shoes.

Spare laces for your boots.

Race and Safari

In Moshi (race location) the average low in June is 62 and the average high is 78. Given the way we'll move around for the safari I'm

planning on a wider range - in fact, the rim of Ngorongoro Crater is at over 7,000 feet. One web site said "it can get quite cold" there.

Trail food. They'll be feeding us, but Marie emphasizes that with the different nature of the African cuisine, you will welcome

having some food that you are accustomed too.

Aspirins or your favorite pain killer.
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Whatever other meds you need (e.g., Vitamin I). It'd be good to find out if bring meds into Tanzania is an issue (customs),

perhaps some of the Tanzania books I (Trent) got for Xmas will help. I generally always keep meds in the original container when

traveling internationally, and travel as light as possible in that regard. For this trip I'll take nothing but aspirins and any anti-malaria

agents my Doc recommends.

UPDATE: I later noted that the Seronera Wildlife Lodge advertises "a fully stocked dispensary" David: Will also take Travelers' Diarrhea

meds.

Bug repellent

David: Was told not to get anything with more than 30% DEET by Passport Health. They also sell a spray that can be sprayed on your

clothes before you travel.

Sun screen

Long sleeve shirts - not just for cooler temps, but to keep off the sun and the bugs.

David: Somewhere I read where the clothes should be light colors so as not to startle the animals...or look like lunch. 

Sunglasses

Chapstick

Hiking poles

(From Donna) Raincoat and pants (tiny umbrella?)

Day pack

Water bladder or something else to carry water - although we may just be buying bottled water there.

Converter plugs for the power outlets. This site describes what you need.

Binoculars

You may wanna check the mountain list above as well.

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=AfricaPackList
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Here's a list of questions about our trip that I (Trent speaking) plan to document as they pop into my head. Please add anything others

might benefit from.

Will there be power in the accommodations (other than on the mountain where we know we'll be roughing it)?

I didn't find a specific confirmation on the web that the rooms have power, but they certainly look modern. This is a good

site for an overview of the accommodations - we have a stay in each of the first 3 listed. Plus, the photos included in the

hotel literature Marie sent us show electric lights in the rooms.

What is the configuration/voltage of the power outlets - will we need to carry adapters?

Yes, you'll need plug converters and you should verify your chargers will handle 220V, 50 Hz, but that shouldn't be a

problem — it's been a long time since I've seen one that won't. Just look at the label. I've found the D plugs a tad harder

to find, but they had them at my local Samsonite store (Arundel Mills) for $8.00. Walmart also carries plugs, but I didn't

check to see what they had.

What's the best kind of batteries for the flashlights given the temps at the top of Kilimanjaro? NiMH? Lithium? Alkaline?

Pretty much universally folks agree "the best cold performance probably comes from primary (i.e. non-

rechargeable) Li cells". So, I'll get a set of these for my LED headlamp. Beyond that, I didn't find too much on the web

that I would consider authoritative about the expected performance of our camera batteries. Our cameras probably all use

LiIon which several sites said performs well in cold weather. In any event, cold doesn't cause the batteries to permanently

discharge but simply to become less efficient in delivering power - keep a set warm in an inner layer of clothing and be

prepared to swap them out. Also plan on carrying the camera under an outer layer. You want to keep it somewhat warmer

than ambient on those really cold days, but if the camera is too warm it may fog up really bad when you're trying to get

that shot of the Yeti!

What's the carry-weight limit for the porters on the mountain?

(From Donna)I just double-checked the info, and the limit is 30 lbs.

What will the porters use to carry our stuff - do we need to bring a duffel bag (or something else) for that stuff or will it be

provided?

(From Donna)Yes, we need to bring a duffel bag to hold our 30 lbs. of mountain gear. They say to line the duffels with

plastic bags just in case. I also read somewhere in the info that it is smart to lock your duffel bag zipper.

Travelers' Diarrhea

Passport Health sells a kit that has some dugs and some powder for drinks to get your electrolytes back up. David will

probably take a kit something like this.

Will my cell phone work in Tanzania?

Could be. Tanzania, like 99% of the world outside the US, has standardize on GSM technology - the same used by

T-mobile and AT&T. If you have one of those carriers, and a phone that supports the right frequencies (if your phone is

advertised as quad-band you're guaranteed to be OK) then it will work but it will be expensive - T-mobile is $5/min.

Verizon customers I traveled with in Antarctica rented a GSM phone from Verizon for $3 / day, plus per minute usage

fees. There are other options (buying a new phone that's not tied to your current carrier) but I'll leave that up to your

googling skills. I'm gonna take my phone - data rates are cheap so I can send email updates and make my one call to

Mom.

Do you tip in Tanzania?

Per Marie, our porters on the climb usually get $5 a day. My guide book says it is not customary to tip for service in bars

and hotels although you may want to. 5% is typical, 10% is generous. At any restaurant that caters to tourists there

probably will be a service charge added to the bill, but the govt claims the lion's share of that â€“ it would still be

reasonable to reward good service with a genuine tip.

Any cultural idiosyncrasies we should be aware of? My guide book offered a couple:

It is considered in poor taste to display certain emotions publicly. Affection is one such emotion â€“ it is frowned upon form

member of the opposite sex to kiss or embrace and to do so would be seriously offensive.

They listed others, but state these are generally related to the Muslim culture more prevalent along the coast and not so

much in the tourist areas â€“ using the left hand to pass or receive things and women showing knees or shoulders were

mentioned. Again, not viewed as a problem in the tourist areas.
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Do folks haggle over prices ala Mexico?

Generally no.

Is crime a problem?

Crime has increased over the last few years but remains low compared to many countries. The social taboo on theft is so

strong that someone caught in the act of even a petty crime may be killed on the spot. That's from my guide book and

matches the story I was told by someone who was there 2-3 years ago. All of that said, they do recommend keeping

valuables in a money belt or something similar under your clothes while in the cities. Overall this country is very secure, or

so says the book.

What's the altitude of Moshi (the race town)?

About 2,600 feet.

How 'bout travelers checks and ATMs?

Marie reports Moshi now has an ATM and the guide book recommends travelers checks, mentioning the National Bank in

Moshi as a good place to cash them. That'll be a good question for Marie â€“ how she recommends we carry/get our

cash.

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=AfricaQuestions
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Here are the race details, all pretty much just copied from an email Marie sent.

How Long is the Frickin' Race Anyway?

You can run a 10K (6.2 miles), half marathon (13.1 miles) or full marathon (26.2 miles).

Marie's description of the race route:

The route for the MT Kilimanjaro Marathon is a simple 10.5K loop. The race begins at the Moshi Country Club which is in a suburban

area of the town of Moshi so there is no traffic. It continues along a country road which is paved but also has a side road that some

runners prefer which is soft grass for 4 Kilometers. Then the runners reach a traffic circle where there is some traffic and turn right onto a

side road that is adjacent to a large road. They turn on this road at 5.2K and start their run back to the Country Club. There is a water

station every Kilometer which is highly decorated and has water and oranges. All water is bottled water which is opened by the runner. He

can throw away the bottle when he is finished because we have a clean up crew.

The Awards

All American runners receive a large engraved brass medal with ribbon, certificate of Participation and a T-shirt. The top ten runners

receive beautiful engraved trophies. The Tanzanians receive the engraved medal, certificate of Participation, money awards and also gifts

from the American runners and the USA government.

The Gratuity

Many runners bring small gifts with them to give to the Tanzanian runners. The number one gift that all Tanzanian runners want are

â€œOLD SHOESâ€. The Tanzanians are very poor and truly appreciate your old running shoes. So if you have any old shoes that you do

not need anymore, please bring them with you. The Tanzanians will appreciate any thing you bring. I save the free soap, shampoo, etc.

that I get in hotels when I travel. I then wrap them together like a gift and give them out at the awards ceremony as something a little extra

for the Tanzanian runners. I also bring old prescription eye glasses, T shirts, time watches, etc. They appreciate everything.

The Altitude of Moshi (the race town)

About 2,600 feet.

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=MtKilimanjaroMarathon
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Itinerary and Lodging Info

Flights

Players

Rental Cars

Packing Tips
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The Players

Trent

Donna

Peg

Cas

Jack

Barb

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Utah09Players
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Packing Tips

Everybody on this trip is highly experienced so there's not much need for packing tips, but I will mention two things:

Hiking poles. If you're inclined to use poles, you'll want them on this trip. Not certain about two of the stops, but at Bryce Canyon

there will be some very step sections of trail. Don't remember if it's stair-stepped or flat in those steep spots, but the real steep

stuff is in the minority - this ain't no Grand Canyon.

Cold Weather Gear. Our first stop, Cedar Breaks, is over 10,000 feet in elevation. It could be below freezing at night, and just as

cold for anyone participating in the optional Trent-sunrise extravaganza. Bryce Canyon (8,000 feet) and Capitol Reef (6-9K feet)

are a little less extreme. Normal highs this time of year range from mid 50s (Cedar Breaks) to mid 70s (Capital Reef).

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Utah09PackingTips
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Havasu Canyon and Lake Meade

Players

Itinerary
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Things to Note

Trent's Notes
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2 May 2010. Day 1

Fly - See the flights page for the details. Las Vegas is our gateway city.

Drive to Peach Springs, AZ. 165 miles, 4 hours.

Activities: depending on flight times, we may be able to take a very scenic drive to the bottom of the Grand Canyon (yep, it's

possible) or check out the Grand Canyon Caverns this evening. If we opt for the scenic drive there may not be time for dinner - be

prepared by packing some trail food. Alternately, folks could be dropped off at the hotel if they wish to skip the excursion.

Sleep: Peach Springs

Trent's To Do:

check on permits for the drive, can they be mailed in advance? Ans: Not necessary, we can get them at the hotel which is

right along the route.

check on the need for a high clearance vehicle. ANSWER: Trips reports lead me to believe we want a high clearance

vehicle.

Lodging options:

Hualapai Lodge (928) 769-2230 is the best choice. Good price and in the heart of town, be that as it may. We can also get

permits here for the drive into the canyon and it's right along the way so it'd be easy to quickly check in, grab a permint, drop

anyone off who doesn't want to venture down the canyon road, and for them to grab dinner without needing the vehicle.

AAA rate, $90. Confirmed on my MC.

Resevation numbers (Expedia): 131157382404 and 131157321746

3 May 2010. Day 2

Take whichever of the Day 1 excursions we haven't done yet. If this happens to be the scenic drive, it will require a Trent-like early

start, but with the option of picking folks up at the hotel later in the morning.

Drive to the start of the Havasu Canyon hike. ~70 miles, 2 hours, from the hotel in Peach Springs.

Hike 8-10 miles into Havasu canyon (the distance depends on where you stay, see the lodging box just below).

Elevation data:

Trail head: 4,860 feet

Motel: 3,432 feet

Campsite: ?

River: 2,000 feet

Sleep: Havasu Canyon

Trent's To do: check on availability of potable water at the campsite. ANSWER: The NPS says drinking water is available. I'll

pack some iodine tables as I always do just the same.

Lodging:

We are all camping.

Reservation number: 15323. No prior payment or CC hold required.

1-928-448-2141, 1-928-448-2121, 1-928-448-2174, or 1-928-448-2180.

The advantage to camping is that you are closer to the falls that are the main scenic attraction in the canyon. The

disadvantages are the potential for rain, you gotta carry your stuff, and you're two miles from the town so, practically speaking,

you'll also need to carry food. The town does boast about having a small cafe and a general store, so there is the option of

eating on the way down/up to save on carrying a couple meals and/or you may be able to stock up at the store. The hours are

not listed on the web, if you're banking on this option give 'em a call. The campsite cost $17 per person/night, plus assorted

taxes and fees.

Also remember that if your camp-food strategy includes a camp stove you will not be able to carry your propane on the flight.

Again, check with the general store or find a place along the route (the route between Vegas and Boulder City would probably
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be the best bet) for us to buy what you (please don't hit us with a nonspecific "we need to find a camping store" request at the

Vegas airport - schedule will be too tight for us to circle in hopes of finding a store that has what you need).

You'll also pay a $35 entrance fee charge.

4 May 2010. Day 3

Hike to the Colorado River, 14 miles RT from the campsite, 18 from the motel. It's out and back so you could easily cut it short.

Along the way you'll see the various falls of the canyon.

Sleep: Havasu Canyon

5 May 2010. Day 4

Hike out. It's obviously 8-10 miles - leave at whatever time is necessary for you to be back at the trail head by 2:00.

Drive to Boulder City. Our longest driving day at 200 miles, figure 5 hours with a stop or two.

Sleep Boulder City

Lodging:

El Rancho Boulder Motel 725 Nevada Hwy, Boulder City, NV 89005. 702.293.1085

2 Rooms with 2 queens. Refrig and microwave. AAA rate: $85. Conf #:P05140H. Confirmed on MC. 3 day cancellation policy.

There's a lot of ratty places in Boulder City as I checked around various places, this one seems nice and I liked the refig/microwave

amenities.

6 May 2010. Day 5

We'll probably be ready for an easier day, so this would be a good chance to take the Hoover Dam tour. They have both a short

and long tour. I've done 'em both (this is the only part of this vacation that is a repeat for me) and, personally, liked the short tour

better. The longer tour just offered more of the same - after a while I was getting tired of more and more statistics about water flow

thru the myriad of pipes. That's all based upon the tours as they existed >10 years ago.

Afterwards, we'll do a shorter hike.

Sleep: Boulder City.

7 May 2010. Day 6

Hike the Lake Meade area.

Sleep: Boulder City.

8 May 2010. Day 7

Hike the Lake Meade area.

Sleep: Boulder City.

9 May 2010. Day 8

Drive to Vegas, 35 miles.

Fly home
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Things to Know

Packing / Luggage Limits:

I saw a sample of the SUV we have rented in a parking lot. We'll fit, but we'll need to enforce the "no honking big suitcases rule".

Shouldn't be hard for folks who successfully packed for 3 weeks in New Zealand!

When we stayed at Phantom Ranch (another GC spot) the ground was so hard that tent stakes were worthless. You might wanna

through in some string to tie the corners down to rocks.

Weather:

We'll be driving through a desert, so we definitely want to fill up the water bladders before leaving the airport - better safe than

sorry!

Havasu Canyon: Of course you never know, but based upon some trip reports on the web we should have temps that range from

the 50s to low 80s (I think the record low for May is close to freezing). And it *should* be dry, but then again that other place we've

stayed in the GC (Phantom Ranch) advertises an average of 1/3" of rain in May/June, and it's rained both times I've been there.

Lake Mead: Low to mid 80s during the day and around 60 at night is the average.

The Hikes:

The Itinerary page has some details about the distance and elevation change for the Havasu Canyon hike.

For the Lake Mead area, expect something a little different. In contrast to our typical trip I think we're gonna to be somewhat off

the beaten path and winging it a little bit. For example, we're gonna combine two trails by cutting through a wash that isn't even a

trail, but in combination will give us a great 10 miler with several scenic highlights. You always wanna pack extra water for these,

don't try cutting it close based upon a belief that these hikes are well scripted/understood in advance. We'll have gps, trail

descriptions, and maps but expect the unexpected. Of course all my ideas came off the same internet that everyone else reads

so who knows, we might find out that we just four in a crowd!

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Havasu+Canyon+10+-+Things+to+Know
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Random Notes Largely for Trent's Benefit

Lodging notes, Boulder City - the other options I looked at:

Boulder Dam Hotel Looks like a nice place but the more affordable rates are for rooms with only one bed. Best 2 bed rate is

$94. One King Bed; One Sofa Bed; Kitchenette. Complimentary services include wifi internet, bottled water in room, hot

breakfast, and admission to the Boulder City/Hoover Dam Museum.

Boulder Inn & Suites Reservation page is down. Expedia price is $84, but not a good choice - reviews are horrible, references

to extreme uncleanliness.

Hoover Dam Inn 90-100 per night (depending on the night). Complimentary continental breakfast, free wi-fi. Expedia and hotel

web site offer the same price. Used to be a Best Western and still refered to by that name on some web sites (Kayak).

Travelocity returned nothing for Boulder City, Kayak returned these same three, Mappoint offered a dozen.

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Havasu+Canyon+10+-+Trents+Notes
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New Mexico (and places therebouts), Fall 2010
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Itinerary

Flights

Rental Car

Things to Note

Trent's Notes
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Things to Know

Packing / Luggage Tips:

Luggage limits: TBD

Note the prevelance of primitive camping. We'll need:

Plenty of water capacity. Maybe we can use Barb's 5 gallon plastic thingee to augment our personal supplies.

A small shovel for digging bathroom holes. We can share - the shovel, not the holes.

Extra food. Note that the primitive camping includes no convenience stores, restaurants, or (groan) ice cream shops.

Weather:

Best intel I have to date is to expect, worse case, temps below freezing at night. There should be pleasant hiking temps during

the day based upon what I've read. The averages at Mesa Verde are close to what I'd expect for the entire trip under normal

conditions:

Average high: 65 (Woot!)

Average low: 38

Average rain: 1.7". Believe it or not, that dismal quantity makes it one of the wetter months. I guess that's why it's called

the Desert Southwest.

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=NM+10+-+Things+to+Know
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Arizona, March 2011
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Itinerary
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Waypoints

Trent's Notes
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Steve
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Itinerary:

This first part is just a copy/paste from the REI itinerary.

10 March 2011. Day 1.

Your trip begins today, 5pm at the REI store in Tempe. Meet your guides and the other group members in the store for a rundown of the

trip itinerary, gear check and packing. This is also a good opportunity to pick up some last minute items, including rental gear if needed.

We will enjoy dinner and drinks while we get to know each other in eager anticipation of our adventure. Dinner Included. Tonight's

Lodging is not included in your trip cost.

Lodging: We're staying at the hotel recommended by REI, the location where we'll meet up to begin the trip (something I need to verify -

the web site says we're meeting at REI).

They will store some stuff for us while we backpack.

The rooms are nice - two rooms suites with 2 queens and a sleeper sofa and all for the govt rate of 103.50!

Hotel Tempe/Phoenix Airport InnSuites Hotel & Suites

1651 West Baseline Road, Tempe, Arizona 85283

Phone: (480) 897-7900

I talked to Eric.

Confirmation number: F186464

11 March 2011. Day 2.

Departing the REI Tempe store at 7:00AM we will drive (one hour) to our starting point on southern side of the Superstitions Mountain

Range. Beginning at an elevation of 2,420 feet in a sea of Saguaro cacti we climb past the imposing Miner's Needle. Our highest point of

the day will be Miner's Summit (3,260 feet), with spectacular vistas of the canyon walls. We then descend into Whiskey Springs Canyon,

an area rich with lore and history. In the late afternoon we arrive at our pleasantly wooded campsite where tall Cottonwood and Sycamore

trees stand in stark contrast to the surrounding desert. Meals included: Lunch and Dinner. Hiking: 10 miles, 1000+ elevation gain.

12 March 2011. Day 3.

After breaking camp we will continue through Marsh Valley and on to West Boulder Canyon. Our guides will provide a wide variety of side

adventures and detours throughout today's hike. Drop your pack and venture into the narrows of La Barge Box, bring your bathing suit if

you're feeling brave. We will spend time closely examining the Superstition Master Map, a collection of petroglyphs whose origin is hotly

debated; Ancient Native American artwork or a Spanish Conquistador creation detailing the location of 18 nearby gold mines. West

Boulder Canyon will serve as home for the night. Meals included: Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner. Hiking 6 miles, 700+ elevation gain (plus

optional additional side adventures mileage).

13 March 2011. Day 4.

This morning we will ascend the Boulder Canyon trail, this gorgeous ridgeline trail leads us out of the canyon along the high eastern ridge

of the canyon before cresting and descending back to Canyon Lake. The views are expansive, while Weaver's Needle absolutely

dominates the landscape. This imposing spire of weathered lava, named after famed frontier scout Pauline Weaver, has challenged

imagination for more than a century. Most variants of the Lost Dutchman gold mine legend claim that the lost mine lies somewhere under

the Needle's shadow. At trail's end we get to relax over a late lunch at the Canyon Lake Marina before returning to the REI Tempe store

between 4 and 6PM. Meals included: Breakfast, lunch is on your own today. Hiking: 5 miles with 1000+ elevation gain.
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Lodging: We'll head back to the hotel to grab our stuff and then head north to Sedona. My favorite location here had but one

accomdation left that was size for us:

The Forest House.

9275 N. Hwy 89A • Sedona, AZ 86336

(928) 282-2999

Oak House

$145/night. Confirmed on my Amex but not charged as yet

Two story, two bedrooms (King, 2 Twins), loft sitting room, living room off kitchen, 2 rock fireplaces, 1 with insert.

Need to call if arriving after 8 PM.

Canceled this one on 8 Feb, cancellation number X26287

Hotel Tempe/Phoenix Airport InnSuites? Hotel & Suites

1651 West Baseline Road, Tempe, Arizona 85283

Phone: (480) 897-7900

Confirmation number: F186465

Along the way we'll want to grab some grub, at least for breakfast, since there's no convenient dining options at the Forest House. This

would work:

Bashas' Supermarket

Finney Flat & Hwy 260

650 Finnie Flat Road

Camp Verde, AZ 86322

Hours:

Sun 6 AM - 9 PM

14 March 2011. Day 5.

We'll get an early start and hit a promising 10 mile loop in the Sycamore Wilderness Area, starting with the Kelsey Trail and connecting in

a loop with the Winter Cabin and Hog Hill trails. Note the proximity of the trial to Sycamore Canyon - should be sweet! Image

15 March 2011. Day 6.

Today we have 8.5 miles out and back. Once again note the wondrous canyons in this 'hood.

Image

16 March 2011. Day 7.

Today will do something on the beaten path, a little more accessible from transportation standpoint - perhaps Oak Creed Canyon.

Afterwards, its back to PHX.

Lodging:

Hotel Tempe/Phoenix Airport InnSuites Hotel & Suites

1651 West Baseline Road, Tempe, Arizona 85283

Phone: (480) 897-7900

Confirmation number: F186523

17 March 2011. Day 8.
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Fly home
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Galapagoes and Machu Picchu, May 2011
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Things to Note
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Inoculations

This is largely a copy and paste from the CDC pages covering Peru and Ecuador - I just merged the recommendations for the two

locations into a single summary. The Peru link, in particular, has some good additional health related guidance (largely things you already

know).

Routine: Recommended if you are not up-to-date with routine shots such as, measles/mumps/rubella (MMR) vaccine, diphtheria/pertussis

/tetanus (DPT) vaccine, poliovirus vaccine, etc.

Hepatitis A or immune globulin (IG) and Hepatitis B: Recommended for all unvaccinated people traveling to or working in countries with

an intermediate or high level of hepatitis A virus infection (see map) where exposure might occur through food or water. ADDED NOTE:

We are in a Hep zone!

Typhoid: Recommended for all unvaccinated people traveling to or working in Tropical South America, especially if staying with friends or

relatives or visiting smaller cities, villages, or rural areas where exposure might occur through food or water.

Yellow Fever: For all travelers >9 months of age traveling to the areas east of the Andes Mountains (see Map 2-4) and for those who

intend to visit any jungle areas of the country <2,300 m (<7,546 ft). Travelers who are limiting travel to the cities of Cuzco and Machu

Picchu do NOT need vaccination. Vaccination should be given 10 days before travel and at 10 year intervals if there is on-going risk. As

for Ecuador, the CDC recommendation for the vaccination specifically excludes the cities of Quito and Guayaquil and the Galapagos

Islands.

ADDED NOTE: For Ecuador, our path is limited to the areas the CDC specifically excludes. In Peru, our path is primarily focused on

Cuzco and Machu Picchu, but with an airline layover in Lima. Lima is on the coast and *west* of the Andes. It is at <2,300m, but I would

assume the airport isn't considered a "jungle area" and the Lima stop is just at the airport. So it doesn't sound like we'd need this vaccine,

although Donna and I have it from our Africa prep.

Rabies: Recommended for travelers spending a lot of time outdoors, especially in rural areas, involved in activities such as bicycling,

camping, or hiking. Also recommended for travelers with significant occupational risks (such as veterinarians), for long-term travelers and

expatriates living in areas with a significant risk of exposure, and for travelers involved in any activities that might bring them into direct

contact with bats, carnivores, and other mammals. Children are considered at higher risk because they tend to play with animals, may

receive more severe bites, or may not report bites. It's also specifically is not recommended for travelers visiting the Galapagos Islands.

ADDED NOTE: Personally, I'm passing on this...Note to self: don't pet the puppies!

Malaria: Areas of Peru with Malaria: All departments <2000 m (6,561 ft) including cities of Puerto Maldonado and Iquitos, except none in

cities of Lima (and coast south of Lima), Ica, and Nazca. None in the highland tourist areas (Cuzco, Machu Picchu, and Lake Titicaca)

and southern cities of Arequipa, Moquegua, Puno, and Tacna. Also malaria is not present in the cities of Guayaquil, Quito, and the

Galapagos Islands - which encompass our complete itinerary. ADDED NOTE: All our stops are on the "malaria free" list, so I won't be

taking a preventative (there isn't a vaccine for malaria, just preventative you take a little before, during, and after your trip)

Other: I will be getting a prescription for Cipro, along with some Tylenol and over-the-counter anti-diarrheals — Africa taught me what can

happen (fever, fainting, diarrhea).
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Itinerary:

9 July. Day 1.

Fly.

10 July. Day 2.

Hike Cascade Canyon after taking the boat across Jenny Lake (saves a few miles) which starts running at 7:00. we probably won't get

to the pass due to snow (marked at the end of the trail on the topo below), Lake Solitude may be a more reasonable goal (particularly

when you consider the distances shown below are ONE WAY).

Image

Lodging

Nights of 9-10 July

Signal Mountain Lodge

(307) 543-2831

On Jackson Lake!

213/night with taxes

2 dbl, 2 twin, 1 bath, sm refrig

Paid one night on Am Ex. $10/night cancellation fee - loose it all if canceled after 14 days prior to trip

Conf number: 20904984

11 July. Day 3.

Hike Paintbrush Canyon.

Image

Lodging

Night of 11 July

Teton Valley Cabins

34 E. Ski Hill Road

Driggs, ID 83422

(208)354-8153

Check-in time is anytime after 4:00 PM and check-out time is 11:00 AM. For late check-in, please notify us by phone on the day of the

reservation by 6:00 PM.

Your deposit will be taken seven days before your arrival day. The remainder is due upon check-in. Please note that we require seven

days notice for cancellations or changes to your reservation

Conf number: RCR1693005
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12-14 July. Day 5-6.

Llama Party!

Lodging

Nights of 14-17 July

Yea, I know we don't need a room on the 15th (the night of the back country hike) EXCEPT if the snow doesn't allow us to do the back

country we'll need a place to say and this place is very affordable compared to everything else. We can cancel the night of the 15th as

long as we do so by the 11th. This is a private, 4-bunk room in hostel with a bath (doesn't really sound like a hostel, but that's what they

call themselves - some rooms are truly hostel-style).

The Hostel

3315 Village Drive

PO Box 583

Teton Village, WY 83025

(307) 733-3415

"Late" arrival here is after 11:00 PM.

Approx $100 on the night when there are 3, $90 the other nights. Confirmed on my Am Ex but no billing until the 11th.

15 July. Day 7.

1. Steve to airport. I stumbled across one transport site in case he needs a ride to the airport.

2. Back country hike which starts with $20 ride (w/coupon) on the tram.

Bear canister is required. Available at Ranger Station

Must pick up permit at Moose, Jenny Lake, or Colter Bay Ranger Stations before 10 of the day of departure. Listed or order of

closeness to Teton Villiage:

Moose Visitor Center (Is the Ranger Station here?): Same hours. 307-739-3399

Jenny Lake Ranger Station, Hours: 8:00 am to 6:00 pm, (307) 739-3343

Colter Bay Visitor Center (Is the Ranger Station here?): 307-739-3594

The hike to camp starts from the top of the Tram, and then it's pretty much down hill from there to the camp area. It's not a camp site per

se, you are allowed to campy anywhere in a mile+ long zone whose boundary is marked with a sign, although they do say something

about reusing spots.

Image

After setting up camp we can do a hike sans the heavy backpack to an alpine lake:

Image

16 July. 8.

Today it's back to The Hostel. The trail leads us right there:

Image

17 July. Day 9.

Day Hikes, TBD

18 July. Day 10.
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Fly Home
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Zion, Sept 2011
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Players:

Trent

Jack

Donna

Peg

Barb

Note: There is a limit of six on this trip due to back country restrictions.
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Itinerary:

25 Sept. Day 1 - Fly, Drive, Hotel or camp outside the park

We'll drive around 170 miles (3 hours) to a campsite or hotel near the Kolob area of Zion. If there's time - we'd need to be there by 5:00 - we'll make a quick stop at

the ranger station in the park to pick up back country permits which I should be able to reserve on 5 July. Otherwise we'll grab them the next morn. The hours are

8:00 am to 5:00 PM.

Lodging:

Coronada Inn & Suites

559 East St. George Blvd.

St. George, Utah 84770

1-800-261-6094

435-628-4436

2 Queen Bed Suite With Separate Living Room and Bedroom

Reference Number: 1F2117174595, $49.99 per night

Confirmed on Mastercard using a one-time number. Reservation(s) must be cancelled 72 Hours prior to arrival. (For the month of October- Reservation(s) must

be cancelled one month prior to arrival) Failure to cancel within the indicated time period ,will result in a full charge of your reservation(s).

26 Sept. Day 2a - Taylor Creek, Middle Fork

Before we put on our large packs will take an out-back hike into this incredibly scenic area.

Day 2b - Lee Pass Trailhead --> La Verkin Creek Trail --> Camp 13

Then the more serious stuff starts with a six mile hike to Camp 13 which will serve as our basecamp for the next two nights. Water should be available at Beatty

Springs (1/4 mile from campsite) and/or from LaVerkin Creek (springs are preferred - we're downstream from cattle country).

27 Sept. Day 3 - Day hikes from Camp 13 to Kolob Arch and Bear Trap Falls

Today we leave the camp intact and day hike to sites in the area. The "must sees" entail 6 miles. but there's an infinite opportunity for more exploring. Next on the

list would be the Hop Valley trail which is probably interesting for a few miles, although about the point you cross into fenced cattle country it seems to be less

interesting, at least according to some trip reports.
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28 Sept. Day 4 - Hike Back to the Trailhead

After exiting the backcountry we'll take a short drive to the terminus of the Kolob Canyon road - might be very short hike there but this is mainly just to check out the

view. (Note to self: not included in Basecamp - it's just the reverse of Day 2b.)

Lodging:

Coronada Inn & Suites

559 East St. George Blvd.

St. George, Utah 84770

1-800-261-6094

435-628-4436

2 Queen Bed Suite With Separate Living Room and Bedroom

Reference Number: 1F21-1729-4837

Confirmed on Mastercard using the same one-time number as on the 25th. Reservation(s) must be canceled 72 Hours prior to arrival. (For the month of October-

Reservation(s) must be canceled one month prior to arrival) Failure to cancel within the indicated time period ,will result in a full charge of your reservation(s).

29 Sept. Day 5a - Northgate Peak

On the way back into the wilderness we'll drive for about 20 miles and stop for a ~4 miler. Can anyone spot where Northgate Peak is on the elevation profile? 

Day 5b - Lava Pt - Camp 6, West Rim Trail

After a short drive we'll begin our 2nd backpacking adventure by hiking to our only campsite for this backpack, Camp 6. Along the way there is water at Potatoe

Spring (note to self: the park map and the topo map vary by a mile as to the location of the trailhead).
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Day 5c — Optional Loop to Overlook the Valley

This may be the most scenic stretch of the entire backpack, but it's along a route that we'll retrace the next morning so it's clearly optional. We'll pass another

spring on this route.

30 Sept. Day 6 - Camp 6 to the Valley Floor

The hike to the valley floor leaves us about four miles from our accommodations, but we can grab the shuttle which will take care of the vast majority of that

distance.

Lodging:

Score! We are just about as close as you can get to the park entrance (the one accommodation within the park is expensive and sold out.) That's somewhat

important at Zion - by being close to the park we can just walk to the Zion valley bus stop at the visitor's center instead of having to take a yet another bus just to

get to that bus stop. (Cars aren't allowed into Zion valley during this time of year.) The place has two bedrooms, two baths, a kitchen and living room. I figure we'll

use one as a gal's room and the other as a guy's room, asking two of the gals to share the king bed. That puts one person on the floor each night, but it's not like

we are going to be hurting for sleep bags and etc. Here's the layout.

Cliffrose Lodge

281 Zion Park Blvd

Springdale, UT 84767

http://www.cliffroselodge.com/ (435) 772-3234; cliffrose@zionnationalpark.com AAA rate, 72 hour cancellation policy.

Total charge, 3 nights, with taxes, $1,072.72

I put down a $364.34 deposit which I'll just carry until after the trip.

Confirmation number: 144026

1 Oct. Day 7

    and 

2 Oct. Day 8 — Day hikes in the valley.

We'll play this part by ear - no need for a pre-plan. Plus, I've already been to this part of the park at least 3 times so I have an idea or two to get us started and we

can always grab a ranger at the visitor center which is exceedingly convenient since that's where we grab the Zion valley bus. We'll also send two folks back to

grab the car. We can use a commercial shuttle (http://www.zionnarrowsshuttles.com/) unless, of course, we end up with two cars which seems probable.
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Update: Have a reservation with Zion Rock Shuttles (URL above, (435) 772.3303) for the 30th at 5:30 for one person. It $90 since we're solo (it's a popular route

but he had noone for that day or the 1st - will call if that changes). Pickup is at the flagpole on the SE corner of the Visitor's Center. Pd on my Amex.

3 Oct. Day 9: Drive to Vegas, Fly home.

The drive: 160 miles, 2.5 hours

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Zion+11+-+Itinerary
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A few things to remember:

First is navigation. EVERYONE MUST BE ABLE TO SELF NAVIGATE. I've been on several trips when someone

inadvertently gets separated which will create problems unless that person knows how to get to wherever the

destination of the day is located. To do this you need several things:

you must know the plan and destination for each day to include the specific accommodation planned for that night. Take a copy of

the itinerary page from the wiki and you'll have all of that.

you must have a trail map. The back country guide to Zion has one that is critical in that it shows not only the trails but also the

location of the campsites (page 6).

I will also be carrying the official trail map. And of course my droid gps.

A compass (or gps). Sounds impossible, but folks have been known to disappear into the woods for a nature call and then forget

which way they were heading on the trail. Knowing which way your supposed to be going by looking at the map and then verifying

your direction with the compass can get you out of that bind.

Don't take this lightly - if suddenly someone is missing my first assumption will be "well, they know where we're

headed!" The good news is that the trail system that we're going to be on is pretty simple - while some places

can be a spaghetti's dish of interlocking trials, the Zion back country is much simpler.

Second, water. This trip is divided into two backpacks, the first being two nights. From the maps it looks like

water will be readily available close to camp. The 2nd backpack is a single-nighter where I don't see any water

sources close to camp. About a mile from camp we'll have a chance to top off, but then not again until hiking out

the next day. So you'll need enough capacity to carry whatever water you'll need for that evening, night, next

morning, and the 1st few miles on the trail that next day. I can't tell you what that is, everyone is different

with their water consumption, but I'll probably fill my 2 liter bladder and three 1 liter soda bottles. Of course

we'll verify all of this when we pick up the permits, but for planning purposes I believe this is the worse we

should expect.

And finally, weather. Typical normal lows would be around 50. It could be below freezing.

See ya,

TP
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Itinerary

Downloads:

Here are gpx files for the planned hikes and associated waypoints. If your GPS device/app will support it you can import these. Right click on the link and save the file.

Tracks for all the hikes described on this page EXCEPT for the Day 2 Plan B (Wahweep Hoodoos).

Wahweap Hoodoos

Waypoints for theTrailheads

Waypoints for the springs and other things of interest on or near the trails.

Hotels

Other Coordinates:

Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument Visitor Center in Kanab, Utah (745 E. Highway 89 in Kanab Utah across from Walkers gas station and Wendy’s

restaurant) 37.043258, -112.512370

Day 1 - March 25th, Sunday. Fly to Vegas, Drive to Page, AZ

Distance: 286 miles. Figure 5-6 hours.

Lodging, 25-26 March (leaving morn of 27th):

Debbie's Hide Away

117 8th Ave. PO Box 861

Page, AZ 86040

1-928-645-1224

The three-bedroom suite has a living room area with cable TV and a sofa that pulls out into a double bed. Two of the bedrooms each have a queen-size bed and the other bedroom has

(2) twin beds and a private bathroom. The kitchen is fully stocked with refrigerator, stove, pots and pans, dishes and silverware, microwave oven and coffee maker with coffee. Free

WiFi .

They do not allow pets, except goldfish and small polar bears. Honestly, that's what they said. Thought I should mention it in case anyone was planning on bringing one of their larger

polar bears.

$79.00 + tax of 15% per night. Gave them my mastercard number - won't be charged in advance. If we need to cancel the reservation, they need 7 days notice. Conf 3254316.

Day 2 - March 26th, Monday. Day Hikes, Paria Wilderness

I was able to grab a single permit to see the Wave, the marquee attraction in this area. The rest of you have the option of going to the Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument

Visitor Center in Kanab, Utah (745 E. Highway 89 in Kanab Utah across from Walkers gas station and Wendy’s restaurant) and trying to get a same-day permit. You would need to be

there before 9:00. If you'd rather not drive those extra 30 miles (one way), you could opt for what would be my Plan B. Plan B is a trip to the Wahweap Hoodoos for a 9 mile out/back hike.

It looks incredible. The directions and description are here.

If we're not all doing the Wave, you guys will pick me up around 2:30 (you can have lunch in Big Water which you pass through on the way from the trailhead.) Afterwards we'll drive a

little further south on the road where the Wave trailhead is located to the Lone Tree Access Point which has no trails, but offers some freelance hiking to "Wave-like" formations. Figure

we'll do a few miles here based upon time and energy levels.

The route below shows simply connects the two main areas of interest - we'll wonder around this area as we see fit.
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Day 3 - March 27th, Tuesday. Backpacking Day 1 - Hike into Paria Canyon

Starting at the White House Trailhead we go 8 miles into Paria Canyon and set up camp. From there we'll leave the heavy packs behind and heading further downstream into Paria.

Several things to note:

The primary campsite is roughly 1/2 mile downstream of the confluence of Paria Canyon (our path) and Buckskin Gulch. The backup campsite is inside Buckskin a quarter mile or

so. There may be other options as well - I'm not certain if you have to camp in designated areas or not, but certainly in a slot canyon wide places suitable for a camp are going to

be relatively rare.

There are no springs at the camp. The Paria River will have water, but it will be very silt laden. The nearest springs - and in fact the only ones we'll see on this backpack - are

marked on the map. I suspect I will try to filter/treat the river water but will probably end up relying on the spring.

After we setup camp we can continue further downstream with our light packs (more on that on Things to Note page). I'll use that as a chance to refill with water. I will probably

eat dinner at one of the springs and hopefully fill up with enough water to last me the rest of the trip.
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Note that the topography won't be so varied - largely just a gentle downhill I would imagine.

Day 4 - March 28th, Weds. Backpacking Day 2 - Buckskin Gulch

Once again traveling light we'll take Buckskin Gulch upstream in an out-back fashion. We can go as far as we want - it's ~13 miles long. The path below takes you out-back to Cobra
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Arch. 

Day 5 - March 29th, Thurs. Backpacking Day 3 - Hike back out of Paria and Drive to Escalante, UT

We'll break out of camp and hike the ~8 miles back out of Paria Canyon, returning to the White House Trailhead and then drive 177 miles to Escalante.

Lodging, 29-30 March, Leaving Morning of 31st

Wild West Resort

269 S 200 E

Escalante, UT 84726 (3 blocks off Highway 12 within walking distance of the town Center)

1-866-292-3043

http://www.wildwestretreat.com/Amenities/Lodging.htm

The 3 bedroom, 1 bath cabin called The Pioneer Home. The main level has a full kitchen, bathroom, two bedrooms with queen size beds, the basement has 2 bedrooms with twin beds

and a wash room with washer and dryer, a large private yard and a covered porch with a barbecue grill and a swing. The house is beautifully decorated with antique furnishings and

rustic decor.

$150/night, plus taxes. Reserved on my Mastercard.

Day 6 - March 30th, Friday. Peekaboo and Spooky Canyons

These are really cool. Some spots are very narrow - only 12" wide in places - and other spots have arches and other obstacles you have to crawl under or climb over.

This hike may be longer than the ~4 miles shown, depends on whether the 4WD trail that is rumored to exist in the area really does or not (satellite recon shows it going from the flag at

the bottom to the marked start of the hike). If the hike is really this short we might want to poke around more in the area, go ahead and do one of the waterfall hikes on tap for Day 7, or

take whatever other target of opportunity we might stumble upon.

The route pictured below is simply one that someone else had followed. It looks like it will be possible to do less out-back by going thru Peek-a-boo and heading east into Spooky - at

least my Android GPS app shows a trail along those lines.
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Day 7 - March 31st, Saturday. Day hikes to waterfalls, Drive to Vegas

Two hikes totaling about 8 miles to two nice waterfalls will be followed by a mind numbing 300 mile trip back to the airport. The Upper Calf Creek route is just a rough estimate.
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Lodging:

Two rooms at the Embassy Suites about 2 miles from the airport.

4315 Swenson Street

Las Vegas, Nevada 89119

Phone: 1-702-795-2800

Each two room suites with a bedroom and living room w/sofa. One has two beds, the other as one.

The rate is a discount for govt employees on leisure, so we'll need to bring Govt ID. It's the same rate as the AAA price, so that'd work as a Plan B.

Reservation Confirmation # 85167637 (147.90), 82546997 ($137.26).

Held on my AmEx . 48 hour cancellation policy.

Day 8 - April 1st, Sunday. Fly home
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Things to Note

Backpacking Tips:

The most important rule is that EVERYONE MUST BE ABLE TO SELF NAVIGATE. It's so much easier than I would have ever

thought for someone to get separated from the group - it's happen on multiple occasions in the half dozen or so backpacks I've

been on, but has never been a serious problem because people knew where they were suppose to head and knew how to get

there. Now in Paria Canyon that should be pretty easy - we're in a slot canyon with our ingress going downstream, so unless you

decide to start climbing the 400' walls you should be pretty much on track. However, you still need to know where the campsite -

and alternates - are located, where to find the springs, and how to get back to the trailhead so do not take this rule lightly. More on

tools to help you self navigate in a bit.

The hike into Paria will be to a large extent in water. It shouldn't be more than knee deep, and typically even lower, but your feet

will be wet. Most folks recommend wearing regular hiking boots, accepting that they will be wet, and taking along a second pair so

you'll have dry camp shoes - swapping in/out of hiking boots and water shoes along the route just doesn't work here as there's too

many times when we'll transition from bank to stream. I may also experiment with waterproof socks - which I didn't know they

made until someone clued me in recently. Apparently they work pretty good if you get the ones sealed at the top.

With the silt-laden water of Paria you won't be able to see the bottom of the river as you walk. A hiking pole - or two - is

recommended to help you feel your way forward and make certain you ain't stepping into a hole. The silt also, some have said,

tends to slowly make the exposed skin on you legs a tad raw. Doesn't sound bad at all, but at least one trip report said the hikers

wish they had long pants or something to cover their calves. I think at this point I'll just rely on the waterproof socks which go mid-

calf — that will probably be tall enough for the majority of the water time. May wear zippy pants as a plan B.

You want to protect your sleeping bag and etc. in case you slip while in the river.

The weather should be pretty darn good.

Highs average in the upper 70s in late March

Lows: lower 40s

Floods can be deadly in slot canyons. We are going in the dryer time of year - and this is a desert - but floods can happen at

any point. So of course we'll watch the weather forecast and abort if it's not favorable, but you also want to be prepared to spend

an extra day in the canyon. Our campsite should be in a wider area, one hopefully with a scramble path upward should we need

it. Floods, which are relatively rare this time of year, come quick but also fade within 8-10 hours. But picture ourselves riding one

out - would be good to have a extra days worth of food just in case. My emergency store will be very simple/light - just some

extra powerbars.

Fresh water supply in the canyon is limited to a few springs a couple of miles downstream of where we will camp. I will try to filter

the Paria River as an experiment and that certainly may work, but figure on getting our water from those springs. After we set up

camp we'll hike down to those springs (it's a hike we don't won't to miss anyway) and I will fill probably four 1 liter soda bottles that

I hope, along with the bladder I left back in camp, will be enough to hold me throughout the remainder of the trip.

For our jaunts from basecamp you'll need something to carry water, food, whatever. Some pack a smaller backpack in their big

pack, I choose a much lighter option of a ditty sack with a strap. Whatever works for you.

Temps

Average Highs: 80

Average Lows: 40

Trail Navigation

So, how does one prepare to self navigate? You need a minimum of one of the following, I always go with both. Plus a compass.

GPS:

On the itinerary page there are a series of .gpx files you can import into your GPS unit (if it supports such imports).

Maps:

Paria Canyon. There's an excellent map available here. It covers everything in the Paria Wilderness which we have

planned except for the Day 2 day hike, but simply printing the map from the wiki will probably cover you for that one -
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important to know the car is to the east.

Escalante Area. I have a copy of this map of Escalante. It looks like a good overview of the broad area and so it's a good

general reference, but it shows so little detail of the specific hikes that we don't necessarily multiple copies.

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Paria+12+-+Things+to+Know
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Alternate Day Plans:

Prime candidates:

1. Secret Canyon Tour:

http://www.hummeradventures.net/photo-tour

$139 and is geared specifically toward photographers - max time in the slot canyon. 4 hours total, 3 in canyon.

2. Canyon X: Canyon X lies within the Navajo Reservation and is accessible only through Overland Canyon Tours in Page. The company

offers a six-hour photographers tour, shorter treks for hikers and customized tours – all of which are only available through advanced

reservations. For more information, visit the Overland Canyon Tours website.

Canyon X is $160, with a 2 person minimum. It can be combined with other trips.

3. Lake Powell Boat Tours. This is the same company that we took to rainbow ridge...they have a couple of shorter ones.

4. Carol BigThumb offers half and full day adventures in Mountain Sheep Canyon.

5. Scenic View Sunset

A great place to end the day is the scenic view of Lake Powell and Wahweap Marina, which, at sunset features breathtaking vistas of the

towering rock formations in and around Lake Powell. This is a popular spot for photographers, especially early in the morning and before

sunset, although it is beautiful any time. There is no hiking necessary. The overlook is 15 minutes north of Page on Hwy. 89. A sign on the

right (driving away from Page) will read "Scenic Overlook" and there is a long road up a hill, and then a parking area. This is free of

charge.

6. Scenic View Of Glen Canyon Dam

Travel North on Hwy 89. Notice the mile markers on the right side of the road. When you see mile marker #19, look to the right. There will

be a parking area and a small fence. There are no signs, so don't miss it. Park the car and start walking. It will not seem like much at first,

but it will. This is a great place to get a view of the Colorado River and the Glen Canyon Dam. You will take a short walk from the parking

area, where you will get a beautiful view 800 ft (244 m) above the river., standing on the edge of a sheer cliff. Off to the right you will see

the huge Glen Canyon Dam. This is a great place to see the sunset, but is great any time of the day. This requires no hiking, and is just a

5 minute drive from Debbie's Hideaway. No charge.

7. Waeweep Hadoops

These seem less attractive:

Water Hole canyons south of page about 15 mintues.

Debbies Hideaway email says you can get a permit at the booth outside Upper Antelope Canyon, and another source is listed in the ref

below.

http://www.americansouthwest.net/slot_canyons/water_holes/canyon.html

The Rim View Trail, Skylight Arch

Two easily found trailheads are located as follows: For a desert view, the south end of the Page airport at the end of South Navajo. For a

view of the Lake, the end of North Navajo and 20th Ave. Both have ample parking. The entire trail is 8 miles (13 km) long. To get to

Skylight arch, drive 7 1/2 miles (12 1/4 km) north of the Carl Hayden Visitor Center. Turn left on an unmarked dirt road. Follow it to a

corral. Take the left road and drive it for another 0.25 mile. On the right is a mesa. The moderate hike to the top will lead you to the arch.

As this is an inverted arch, you will be standing on top of and looking down through it at the same time. Enjoy the great views of the

surrounding area as well.

Driving time from Carl Hayden Visitor Center- 10 minutes, hike time: approx 2 hours
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Unresearched:

White Pocket.

Requires 4WD. It's well to the east of Lone Tree.

http://www.zionnational-park.com/paria-white-pocket.htm

Here's a map: http://www.synnatschke.de/cbs/cbs-white-pocket-topo-map.jpg

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Paria+12+-+Trents+Notes
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Sedona, March 2012

Itinerary

Flights

Rental Car

Things to Note?

da Bill

Trent's Notes?
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Itinerary:

11 May:

Fly day.

Buy fuel for stoves in Phx.

Drive 185 miles, 4 hours, to Rock Art Ranch. Figure 3:00 PM Arrival. All interstate.

Late afternoon (5:00): Official tour of a canyon that is quite unique, filled with petroglyphs and very scenic — folks from around the world

stop by to see this off-the-beaten-path place, including the most prestigious of museums. He doesn't advertise — doesn't want to draw

many people — but he says his working ranch is rated 5 starts in some magazines, but "I wouldn't know anything about that" he retorts in

the same sentence. Not certain which of the two gentlemen who give the tour I was talking to - according to internet reports, one is in his

mid 60s, the other in his 80s.

We need to call from Flagstaff for directions (he wouldn't give them to me now - said it's easier to do it then so it'd be fresh in our minds). I

don't get it, but I don't argue with my elders! Besides, I know about where it is anyway.

11-12 May Lodging:

Camping, Rock Art Ranch.

Owner: Brantley Baird

Address: Box 224, Joseph City, AZ 86032

Phone: (928) 288-3260

Cell: (928) 386-5047

$35/person including two nights camping and the tour. Water and a bathroom is available, but I would expect both to be primitive - the

water is probably untreated and this is a working ranch so we'd want to treat.

12 May

Morning, early PM: Petrified Forest and Painted Desert. Mostly driving with a couple of short hikes and a lot of scenic stops.

Late afternoon: A stop by Little Painted Desert if there's time (probably will be).

13 May.

Options include Little Painted Desert if we haven't gotten there, Sunset Crater, Meteor Crater (if Jack hasn't seen it - I have) and the Red

Mountain Trail in Flagstaff. I suspect the best plan is to hit the Sunset Crater area as there are a few trails there that all look good. Red

Mt. looks good to, but it's a ways off our path...will have to see how much time/energy we have.

Total Drive to hook up with Barb exclusive of side trips: 100 miles.

Lodging:
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Sedona Vacation Club/Los Abrigados

Resort ID:2026

160 Portal Lane

Sedona,AZ 86336

USA

Phone:928/282-1777

www.losabrigados.com

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Sedona+12+-+Itinerary
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Yosemite Sierra High Camp, July 2012
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Itinerary
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Players:

Trent

Jack

Steve

Donna

Barb

Peg

Note: There is a limit of six on this trip due to the limit of our backcountry permit.

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Yosemite+Sierra+High+Camp+12+-+Players
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Itinerary

Downloads:

GPX file of the Sierra High Camp portion of the trip.

29 July - Fly and Drive to Tuolumne Meadows Lodge.

Reno is the best gateway city. Fresno has no single-stop options for the NYers and Vegas is 200 miles further away. Driving distance: 155 miles.

Lodging:

Tuolumne Meadows

Confirmation: 13L93T

Room Type: Tuolumne Canvas Tent

Number of Rooms: 2

Check In: Sunday, July 29, 2012

Check Out: Monday, July 30, 2012

Number of Nights: 1

Deposit Required: $259.40

In Donna's name.

30 July, Day 2 - Tuolumne Meadows to Glen Aulin High Sierra Camp

31 July, Day 3 - Glen Aulin to May Lake High Sierra Camp

1 Aug Day 4 - May Lake to Sunrise High Sierra Camp
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2 Aug Day 5 - Sunrise to Merced High Sierra Camp via Cloud Rest

On this day there are other options not shown here. You can go short and have around 10 miles (but miss Cloud Rest) or you go to Cloud Rest and continue

down the other side, looping back to Merced in a track that measures as 16.3 miles. Note if you take the latter option you'll loose - and then have to regain -

1,000 feet, but you'll be on what I suspect is probably the slightly more scenic route. The illustrated route below takes us to the top of Cloud Rest and right back

down the way we came.

3 Aug Day 6 - Stay at Merced

You can day-hike or just rest. There's several options for hikes. Here's two:

7 miles RT to Washburn Lake gaining 400 feet on the way out.

11 miles RT to Emeric Lake (may be able to shortcut it to 8) with a gain of nearly 2,200 feet on the way out.

4 Aug Day 7 - Merced to Vogelsang High Sierra Camp

Note: This day is probably more like 8.5 miles — anytime there's a lot of switchbacks my software tends to underestimate the distance. Also, there is another,

more northernly route that is shorter, 7.6 miles according to the Park Service. But of course that also means steeper. It's on the same route as the Emeric hike

option from Day 6.

5 Aug, Day 8 - Vogelsang back to the Car

Afterward is a drive to the valley floor. 60 miles.
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Lodging:

Curry Village Tent Cabins, 3 nights

Because of the nature of the tent cabin, they are not outfitted with electrical outlets, telephones, televisions or plumbing. There is a light bulb, I believe. Sheets,

wool blankets, and pillows are provided and placed at the foot of the bed. And although daily maid service is not provided in the tents, your trash is emptied

and towels refreshed.

Reservation Confirmation # 399SY182792 and # 399SY182790, Held on my AmEx

For each of the two:

Check-in: Sunday, August 05, 2012 after 5:00 p.m.

Check-out: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 prior to 11:00 a.m.

Staying for 3 Nights

Number of guests in your room: 3

Daily average rate: USD 134 (does not include taxes)

Total rate: USD 446 for your 3 night stay

6-7 Aug, Day 9 and 10 Valley Hikes

Two we've been talking about are:

El Capitan, then along the north rim to the top of Yosemite Falls. From there we'd take the trail that parallels the falls back to the valley floor.

There is an option to take a bus to the north rim and avoid about half (1,800 feet) of the first climb. It does add about 1.5 miles to the trip.

And some are interested in a return to Half Dome:

8 Aug, Day 11, Drive to Carson City

From the valley floor to the airport is 210 miles - probably five hours given the twisty road in Yosemite. That would seem to make it difficult to fly out this day -

there are some late afternoon flights that would work, but it would be tough to make it to work the next day so I figure we could spend a night

in that-place-where-I-will-be-from: Carson City. I can take the opportunity to check out the local Sierra Nevada Microbrewery - make certain things are up to my
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standards!  Hmmmm, wonder if DuClaws will give me a letter of referral?

Lodging:

Best Western Carson City

2 suites with 2 queens and non-foldout sofa

103.49, AAA rate. Confirmed on AmEx , #s 44212 and 44213

900 S. Carson Street

Carson City, NV 89701

(775) 883-0900

9 Aug, Day 12. Fly home.

We'll have a 30 minute drive to the airport.

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Yosemite+Sierra+High+Camp+12+-+Itinerary
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Things to Note

Self Navigation:

These trails should be well marked given that this "backcountry" trip caters to the uninitiated masses, but you still need to know where

you're going each day and have a good trail map. The National Geo maps haven't steered us wrong yet, although I can't vouch for this

one as I already have another courtesy of a book a bought nearly 20 years ago. That, a compass, and a copy of the itinerary page should

guide you along nicely.

Meals and accomodations:

We've purchased a "satisfying dinner and breakfast, served family-style in a main dining tent"

"Dinner is at 6:30 p.m. and breakfast is at 7:30 a.m."

"Sack lunches, which must be ordered the night before they're needed, may also be purchased at each camp." Wikipedia put the cost of

lunch at $15.25 for 2011 so I'd imagine that's a pretty close estimate. I'm gonna pack mine.

"All High Sierra Camp lodging is in canvas tent cabins with dormitory-style steel frame beds with mattresses, pillows, woolen blankets or

comforters. Wood-burning stoves are provided to heat tent cabins at all camps except Merced Lake. To maximize the number of people

able to enjoy the High Camps, we do our best to fill all the beds. The staff makes every effort to keep members of a party in the same

tent(s), but sometimes splitting a party is necessary. Also, unlike the tent cabins at Tuolumne Meadows Lodge and White Wolf Lodge,

High Sierra Camp lodging is shared. If your party is smaller than 4 people, you should expect to sometimes share a tent cabin with

members of other parties."

"To reduce the impact of stock on trails, guests provide their own sheets or sleep-sacks and towels."

"Hot showers are available at May Lake, Sunrise and Merced Lake, but are subject to water availability. Comfortable restroom facilities

are at all camps and Merced Lake and May Lake have washbasins for guest laundry. Please note: due to environmental concerns,

showers are not available at Vogelsang & Glen Aulin High Sierra Camp lodging."

"Purified water is available at each camp"

"Each High Sierra Camp will provide instructions on where to store any food items and dispose of garbage."

What to pack:

Here's a pack list. This same page details the items that may be available for purchase at the camps.

Temps:

Looks like the average low temps are expected to be around the lower 40s, with highs in the 70s (for the backcountry portion).

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-

index.php?page=Yosemite+Sierra+High+Camp+12+-+Things+to+Know
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Players:

Trent - confirmed

Dan (chauffeur, not backpacking) - confirmed

Jack - confirmed

Donna - confirmed

Barb - confirmed

Eric S. - confirmed

Kim S. - confirmed

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Yellowstone+12+-+Players
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Itinerary:

GPX Files:

Hike Tracks, Campsites, and Points of Interest

Places we need to get to in the car

Overall Plan:

Image

3 Sept, Day 1 - Fly.

Idaho Falls is the gateway city. Our more traditional Yellowstone gateway of Jackson Hole is around ~80 miles further away (one-way).

We'll lodge in Idaho Falls. See the Lodging page.

4 Sept, Day 2 - Pick up our permits and enter the backcountry, go to camp 1 (9C1, Rocky
Ford) and chill.

I suspect we'll find a good day hike to do before we begin as well, particularly since the backpacking distance is so short.

Lodging: This will Dan's 1st day in the Old Faithful area. We backpackers will be carrying our accommodations!

5 Sept, Day 3 - Long hike to Union Falls - Day Pack Only. Remain at camp 1 (9C1, Rocky
Ford)

We could try squeezing in Day 2 and 3 into a single day, but 20 miles is absolutely leg numbing, plus we might want to do some extra at Union Falls.

6 Sept, Day 4a - Short Hike to Camp 2 (9B2, Belcher Ford)

It looks like we're climbing a heck of a hill, but note the elevation scale - it's only 20 feet!
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6 Sept, Day 4b - Hike to Dunanda Falls - Day Pack Only

7 Sept, Day 5 - Hike to Camp 3 (9D1, Ferris Fork) and Mr. Bubbles

Probably our most difficult day, but still a reasonable distance.

8 Sept, Day 6 - Hike to Camp 4 (8G1 Shoshone Meadows) and Shoeshone Geyser Basin
Vicinity

9 Sept, Day 7 - Exit at the Old Faithful Area
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We have cabins in the Old Faithful area. See the Lodging page.

10 Sept, Day 8 - Be Like Regular Tourists, take the Stovers back to the trailhead.

Don't have a plan, but we have all day to explore the geyser basin, take a wildlife drive, or whatever. Fairy Creek looks interesting - it's located near where we

are staying (no driving required), is one we didn't do the last time, and has thermals and at least two waterfalls.

The Stover's will be leaving us this day - Dan will drive them back to the trailhead to pick up their car.

11 Sept, Day 9 - Be Like Regular Tourists, Drive Back to Idaho Falls (140 Miles).

We'll lodge in Idaho Falls. See the Lodging page.

12 Sept, Day 10 - Fly Home 

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Yellowstone+12+-+Itinerary
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The following are some tidbits, much of which was just copy/pasted from relevant web sites or docs that I thought y'all wanna know.

Cell Phone Numbers:

Kim:

202-360-1757 or

913-731-8015

Depending on coverage in the area.

Eric:

913-549-0637

Trent:

443 676-4525

Dan:

301 806-8628

Jack:

410 570-7645

Donna:

585 589-0678

Self Navigation:

EVERYONE MUST BE ABLE TO SELF NAVIGATE. I've been on several trips when someone inadvertently gets separated which will

create problems unless that person knows how to get to wherever the destination of the day is located. To do this you need several

things:

you must know the plan and destination for each day to include the specific accommodation planned for that night. Take a copy of

the itinerary page from the wiki and you'll have all of that.

you must have a trail map. The National Geographic maps have served us well. You need this one.

A compass (or gps). Sounds impossible, but folks have been known to disappear into the woods for a nature call and then forget which

way they were heading on the trail. Knowing which way your supposed to be going by looking at the map and then verifying your direction

with the compass can get you out of that bind.

Don't take this lightly - we should try to stay together for bear defense, but we will be in areas with multiple trails and if suddenly someone

is missing my first assumption will be "well, they know where we're headed!"

Bears:

This is what the official backcountry planner says about bears:

• A food storage pole is provided at most campsites, so that food and other attractants can be suspended. You need to provide your own

rope (35 feet recommended).

• Suspend items 10 feet above ground and 4 feet out from tree trunks.

• In addition to food and garbage, suspend all odorous items including toothpaste, deodorant and lotion.

• Hang your food and odorous items at night and at any time which they are unattended or not being used.

• Keep a clean camp; remove any food scraps and trash from the fire pit. Pack out all trash.

• Don’t sleep in the same clothes worn while cooking. (In my case "cooking" is, at most, just heating water so I don't worry about that

one).

• Store food in airtight containers or double ziplock bags. (I'm just using my ziplock bags and ditty sacks.)

• Keep your sleeping area at least 100 yards from the cooking and food-storage area.
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• Strain food particles from dishwater and pack out. Scatter dishwater at least 100 yards from tent site.

• Never eat or store food in your tent.

• Sleep in a tent, not under the stars.

We'll also find out about any recent sightings before we start, and can inquire about bear spray — one non-authoritative source on the

web said you can rent it from the rangers.

Dispose of Waste Properly:

• Pack it in, pack it out. Inspect your campsite and rest areas for

trash or spilled foods. Never bury it or dump it in pit toilets.

Pack out all trash, leftover food, and litter.

• To wash yourself or your dishes, carry water 100 feet away from

streams or lakes and use small amounts of biodegradable soap.

Scatter strained dishwater.

• Deposit solid human waste in catholes dug 6 to 8 inches deep at

least 100 feet from water, camp, and trails. Cover and disguise

the cathole when finished.

• Pack out toilet paper and hygiene products

Campfires:

With just one exception we can't have them - and that could change if they are particularly concerned about fire conditions. Cook stoves

are always allowed.

Camp:

9C1 (Rocky Ford) — Allowed

9B2 (Bechler Ford) — Prohibited

9D1 (Ferris Fork) — Prohibited

8G1 (Shoshone Meadows) — Prohibited

Thermal Areas:

When we get to the thermal areas, particularly around Shoshone Lake, staying on the trail is very important — "Each year, visitors

traveling off trail have been seriously burned, and people have died from the scalding water".

Bugs:

We should be well out side of the tick season, but cutting it closer on mosquitos that "tend to diminish in mid to late August".

Weather:

For September, the average high is 68, the average low is 30 - 37 depending on which NPS source you wanna use. I'm preparing for the

temps being below freezing at least one morning. Why so cold? We'll be at an altitude ranging from 6,000 to 8,500 feet.
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Idaho Springs Shuttle that might be another option for getting to the trailhead if we end up with too many folks.

https://www.karststage.com

A list of all licensed Yellowstone transports: http://www.nps.gov/yell/planyourvisit/transbusn.htm

A bus system that will take one to Idaho Falls:

http://www.linx.coop/yellowstone-area-buses/

Snail mail address for permit request:

Backcountry Office

P.O. Box 168

Yellowstone National Park, WY 82190

Phone: 307-344-2160

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Yellowstone+12+-+Trents+Notes
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Players:

Definite:

Trent

Jack

Barb

Donna

Peg

Steve
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Itinerary:

Caveats:

Expect the unexpected on this trip — roads that turn out to be impassible (although we're on improved roads for the most part), water that's just too high, or narrow canyons that are

blocked are all possible. The good news is that in my research I found 23 hikes that caught my eye — there's plenty of alternatives if we need to change plans.

Only one of the hikes is a loop - the rest are out-back and the distances shown for those is one-way. The hikes tend to be long, but of course we can turn around whenever we want.

The distance/elevation charts can be hard to read - click the magnifying glass under each picture for a larger version or do a print. Note that the elevation change won't include the extreme,

short peaks that many of the graphs indicate - it takes very little error in a very narrow canyon for the computer to think one just climbed a vertical wall.

This trip does not include a backpack — we'll use two basecamps, both close to the SUV.

GPS Coordintes:

Places along the road that we'll drive do.

The same places but in a Google Map format

Trail routes

Day 1, Saturday, 30 March:

Fly to SLC and drive to Green River, Utah about 35 miles from Goblin State Park. Figuring a 2:00 start (by the time we get our luggage, car, and camp fuel) we should be on the road by 2:00 and

there NLT 6:00.

I was thinking we'd use a hotel this night given the long nature of the travel day, but alternately we could press on and setup a camp. It'd be just for one night.

Lodging:

Knights Inn

1015 East Main Street

Green River , UT 84525

Phone: 1-435-564-3421

3 Room(s), 1 Night(s)

Confirmation Number: 66646239

Rate Description: Government/ Military Rate Valid Government Or Military Identification Required At Check-In?

If you need to cancel, you must do so by 04:00 PM 03/29/2013 or your credit card will be charged for one night's stay..

Day 2, Sunday 31 March:

A very full day. Stop by Goblin State Park where we'll just meander for roughly 4 miles, then drive a short distance and do a circuit hike through two slot canyons, Little Wild Horse and Bell

Canyons, which total 9 miles. When we're done, we'll press on to our first camp where we'll hang for 3 nights. Driving distance to camp is about 50 miles.

Note to self: The best - and probably only way - to get to Camp 1 is to go is back to Goblin, turn north for a little ways, and then west toward Temple Mountain before turning south to the Delta or

Hidden Splendor mine. Garmin shows a road coming into the mine from the south which would be quite shorter, but based on other maps and the routing I'm pretty certain that's a fantasy.
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Lodging: Camp 1, Lower Muddy (near Delta Mine, aka Hidden Splendor)

Days 3 and 4: Mon & Tues, 1-2 April

We'll spend two days exploring Chimney Canyon and the Lower Muddy (Lower Chute as labeled on the elevation profile) . We'll bush-wack (absent any actual bushes) cross-land and drop into

Chimney, avoiding a dry fall further downstream of where we're entering. Not certain if there will be water in Chimney Canyon or not, but we need to be prepared for either the occasional stream

crossing, but also the possibility of walking for an extended time in water.

Lower Muddy will be a water-walk. Picture the Narrows in Zion, although here "during normal conditions the water is usually only ankle deep, and never more than waist deep".

Lodging: Camp 1, Lower Muddy (near Delta Mine, aka Hidden Splendor)

Day 5 Weds, 3 April

Break camp and drive ~16 miles to Poor Canyon. We could extend a second day and do Upper Chute (more "Narrows like" hiking connecting with the Lower Chute hike of the day before), but the

plan for now is to arrive, day-hike Poor Canyon, and move on, driving 50 miles to Camp 2, the San Rafael Swell Campsite.
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Lodging: Camp 2, San Rafael Campground

Day 6 and 7 Th and Fri, 4-5 April

Explore Cow, Calf, and Pine Canyons. A creek does flow through them, but it's small. On the other day we can head west along the San Rafael River toward the Little Grand Canyon, but may be

thwarted by high water this time of year. Camp here both nights UNLESS we are obviously thwarted by high water, then Petroglyph Canyon and Black Dragon Canyon are make a good Plan B.

We can camp pretty much anywhere if that comes to pass - "dispersed camping is allowed throughout he San Rafael Swell without a permit" except at the Wedge Overlook.
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Lodging: Camp 2, San Rafael Campground. Reservations not accepted - first come, first served.

Day 8 Sat, 6 April

Head back to SLC. We can check out The Wedge to start the day (largely just a drive, around 16 miles from camp), before heading out in earnest on the 160 miles from the Wedge to SLC. We can

find something else to hike this day, but I'm figurin' we'd appreciate getting there early for showers, real food, beer...

Lodging:

Airport Inn

2333 West North Temple

Salt Lake City, Utah 84116

801 539-0438

Confirmation Number: 0235338

Reference Number: IRS007744708694

Room Description: Two XL Full Pillowtop Beds

Number of Rooms: 3

Cancellation Policy: Cancellations for a hotel room reservation must be received 24 hours prior to arrival date.

Grand Total: 227.85

AAA rate.

Deposit Required: 227.85

Due at Check-In: 0.00.

Day 9, Sunday, 7 April. Fly home.

Plan B: A variety of arches and petroglyphs in two locations, both near I-70

Note to self: see my PDF for directions. Probably not a lot of hiking here - couple of miles max at each location.

Plan C: San Rafael Knob and maybe the collocated Devils Canyon

I don't believe there are any trails here...the two can be done as a loop, how difficult route finding from Devil's Canyon to the San Rafael Knob would be is an unknown.
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Things to Note:

Water

Neither of our camps will have potable water and Muddy Creek, site of Camp 1, is likely to be very muddy (duh). We have 3 options:

Filter. I'll defer to folks who have actually used filters as to how well that might work in these conditions - of course you'd want to

use the coffee filter trick in this situation.

Carry. I plan on buying a 5 gallon collapsible jug - we'll never be far from the vehicle.

Let it settle. Our experiment in Paria showed that even the most silt laden water will settle out over night. I used a 2.5 gallon

collapsible bucket. You then treat the water as you normally would.

I'll be doing the 2nd and 3rd in combo.

River Crossings

We'll have some dry-land hikes, but the majority of our hikes will be in canyons with at least seasonal streams, and some will be in

perennial streams. I plan on taking my normal, dry land hiking boots; an old pair of hiking boots for those situations where the creek is the

trail; and a traditional pair of water shoes for traditional stream crossings - don't need to be worried about weight here since we ain't

backpacking. In Paria we spend a lot of time in the water, and both Jack and I used waterproof socks. They worked well for Jack, and

very poorly for me.

Self Navigation

For the most part navigation will be simple - how do you get lost in a 10 foot wide canyon? However, I've seen folks get seperate from the

pack on many occasions, so everyone still needs to be able to self navigate - know where we're going and, more importantly, how to get

back to camp. It's prudent to have both the itinerary page and the official map with you - there will be a labyrinth of side canyons and

whatnot that might complicate things. I have posted .gpx files of the planned hikes for those with gps devices (most, if not all, can read

.gpx) on the Itinerary page.

Temperatures

For the San Rafael Swell Recreation Area:

Averages for Mar. 30 - High 67°F, Low 33°F

Record High 81°F Record Low 10°F

Averages for Apr. 7 - High 69°F, Low 36°F

Record High 88°F Record Low 20°F

Average Rainfall for March 0.71", April 0.59"

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=San+Rafael+Swell+13+-+Things+to+Know
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Camera

3 extra camera batteries

2 extra cards

Cell phone (& GPS)

2 extra batteries

lens cleaning cloth

Trail map - National Geo

Itinerary page

flashlight

Rope in case we need it for lifting packs over some short climb

Hiking poles - I'll take two this time - might need to them when forging muddy water

duct tape on hiking pole

water proof backpack - if it fits. The water is supposed to be generally shallow, at worse in a few spots waist deep

small day pack

uw

shorts

ss shirts

socks

water shoes

mudder hiking boots - for those hikes where the creek is the trail

regular hiking boots

1 long sleeve pullover

down jacket

Rain jacket

Sweets (2)

umbrella

Rain hat

2l water bladder

2 collapsible water bottle

5 gal water bottle

chlorine dioxide

sunscreen

Head bands

camp towel

Bug spray - we should be ahead of the bugs, but trip reports say they can be very bad in spots a little later in the year,

so if it happens to be an early season...

toiletries

std meds - aspirin and whatnot

moleskin

Knife

2 sm garbage bag

chapstick

Tissues

Toilet Paper

mp3 player (white noise sleep aid)

2 batteries for mp3 player

Trowel- I hope we're surprised by having facilities, but I have my doubts, particularly at the first camp.

baby wipes

Meals - 6 days, plus a breakfast and lunch on day 7.

Stove

Cup for heating water

Fuel - buy there
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spork

matches

small lighter

Tent

Stakes

Pole

Ground cloth

20 (30?) degree sleeping bag

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=San+Rafael+Swell+13+-+PackList
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Norway Players

Trent

Jack

Barb

Donna

Peg

Kristen

Dale

Anna

Jeez, 5 Vanderlaans! 

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Norway+2013+-+Players
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Norway Lodging

Oslo (June 30th, July 1st and 2nd) - 8-person room w/private bath and

shower. Anker Hostel.
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Flam (July 3rd - 9th.). Two 4-person rooms w/private bath and shower.

Flam Hostel.
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The last night in Oslo, July 10 – Back where we started, the Anker

Hostel.
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Players:

Trent

Jack

Donna

Dale

Anna
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Itinerary:

GPS Files

Lodging, Points of Interest, Places on my Xmas Shopping List

gpx format

ov2 format - garmin and copilot

pdf format - just in case I need easy access to long/lat info

7 Dec. Day 1 Fly

Kailua Kona is the airport, on the "Big Island" of Hawaii - sometimes referred to simply as Kona. (Note: this is a change from Hilo as it

turns our Kona is a better choice - better flight options). We'll stay here this night while folks gather up.

Lodging: Kailua Kona

Holua Resort

Booking Number 479.593.722

PIN Code 6409

78-7190 Kaleiopapa Street

Kailua Kona

Room Size: 2186 square feet (!!)

Bed Size(s): 2 Twin, 1 King, 1 Sofa bed.

Free cancellation before November 23, 2013

Reserved via booking.com

8 Dec. Day 2, Drive to Hilo.

It's on the rainy side of the island, but we'll try doing a Waipio Valley hike. 100 mile drive. There's quick stops along the north shore as

well.

Lodging: Hilo.

Hilo Bay Hostel

101 Waianuenue Avenue

Hilo, Hawaii 96720 USA

(808) 933-2771

Conf: 4000, 4001, 4002

3 private rooms. One room with a private bath, two w/o. $67/77 each.

sales@hawaiihostel.net

To Guarantee your reservation you must provide a credit card. Your card will be charged the first night fee. If you need to cancel we

require 48 hours notice. A $5.00 Service Charge will apply to cancellations and changes.

9-11 Dec. Day 3-5, Lava Tour and then Volcano National Park.

We'll start with a pre-sunrise departure to see lava flowing into the ocean. Around $200. Note, though, it doesn't always do that and

hopefully we'll be able to check beforehand. Afterward, move on to Volcano National Park, do a hike, and sleep there. 30 mile drive.

Hikes that look good:
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Crater Rim trail - 11 mile loop

Napau trail to Napau Crater, return via Naulu Trail - Point to point. 10.2 miles

Hike out to see the flowing lava - if we can.

Lodging: Volcanoes NP.

Hawaii Volcano House

9-11 Dec, leaving morning of 12th

1 Crater Rim Drive Hawaii National Park, HI 96718 United States

+1 808 756 9625 +1 808 441 7750 (Reservations) Itinerary Confirmation: 10365B0582009

Confirmation Numbers: 58146SB002987, 58146SB002988 (4010 and 4011 were used in the confirming email)

reservations@hawaiivolcanohouse.com

Two cabins (bathroom shared)

3 beds each

Cancellations: Cancel 7 days prior to avoid penalty of one night room and tax.

Bookings: A deposit of 1 (one) night on a major credit card is required to guarantee all reservations.

12 Dec. Day 6, Drive, Visit telescopes

Drive back to Kona - 90 miles, two hours - see some sites along the way (there's black sand beaches we should find), take a tour to the

top of Mauna Kea to see the telescopes. The one place I scoped out charged $200 - hope we can do better, but haven't looking at this

much - perhaps we can even rent our own 4WD for evening. Note that if we go with the tour we have to be there "mid afternoon".

Lodging: Kailua Kona

Holua Resort

Booking Number 593153771

PIN Code 0163

78-7190 Kaleiopapa Street

Kailua Kona

Room Size: 2186 square feet

Bed Size(s): 2 Twin, 1 King, 1 Sofa bed.

Free cancellation before November 23, 2013

Reserved via booking.com

Telescope Tour:

Confirmation #:163779

Date of Tour:Thu, Dec 12 2013

Name: Trent Pitsenbarger Number in party: 2 Lodging/Arrival: Holua @M.Loa Vill./

Meal and Parkas Choices:LASAGNA(2), Large Mens(2)

Payment Type: Amex2002 Amount:$ 340.00

13 Dec. Day 7 Fly from Kailua Kona to Kahului (City) on Maui (Island).

We should arrive around 3 PM which, unfortunately, won't allow for a whale watching tour this evening despite the fact it's only a 23 mile

drive, 30 minutes. Sleep in Lahaina

Lodging: Lahaina

Lahaina's Last Resort

808 661-6655 (don't use the number on the web site)

We have the entire 8 person dorm. $353.84 in total. Cancellation policy is informal, that far out not a problem if we need to make a

change just do it sooner, not later. It's clearly the best option or I just would have picked something with a more definite policy. Reserved
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on Am Exp, which will be charged "sometime before the trip".

14 Dec. Day 8 Whale Watching, drive back to Kahului.

You'll have a choice of two whale watching tours - I plan to do both. After an early-bird whale watch tour, we'll do one later in the morning,

and then drive back to Kahului. It's $25 - 50 (depending on the time) if we buy in advance. We'll stop by Wailea Beaches and hang by the

beach as long as we like - whales come close to shore, breach. Driving distance is ~60 miles, 2.5 hours.

Whale Watching:

Confirmation #: 2907012

Date: 12/14/2013, Saturday

Paid in Full: $121.05

Total Guest: 5 Adult

Lodging: Kahului.

Banana Bungalow Maui Hostel.

14-15 December, leaving morning of 16th

Your card will be charged for the first night's stay at the time we make the reservation. This is fully refundable if you cancel or change

your reservation at least two days before arrival. We have a 6 bed dorm.

"We offer free daily tours, with a different tour each day of the week, free Internet access, and a Jacuzzi hot-tub in our large tropical

garden."

310 N Market St

Wailuku HI 96793

United States

Tel: +(1)-808-2445090

info@mauihostel.com.

No conf. number provided, have an email.

808 - 244 - 5090

15 Dec. Day 9 Haleakala National Park

It's not that far of a drive - about 40 miles - but the paved road is so twisted that it takes 90 minutes, maybe even two hours. It's also a

great place to watch sunrise.

16 Dec. Day 10. Open day.

We were supposed to be hiking out of Haleakala today, but instead doing something we plan by ear. The flights leave late enough that we

won't have any trouble catching them.

Vanderlaans: Heading to Honolulu. Jack and Trent: Home

17 Dec. Arrive Home (or hang in Honolulu)
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Excursions Count:

Lava tour:

All five. They said wait to mid Nov to schedule, didn't answer the question about refunds in case of the lava not reaching the

water - ask again.

Telescope tour:

Trent, Jack

Whale Tour:

Sunrise tour: all five.

Later tour: I'll play that by ear, may go out again since we have time to kill that day. Everyone else selected the early tour.

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Hawaii+13+-+Excursions
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Itinerary:

Sunday, 5 Jan through evening of 7 Jan

Fly into Jacksonville, FL and drive to Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge. Hike/putz there for a couple of days. There's a boat/raft tour

we might wanna take, other than that I'm playing it by ear.

Lodging:

Okefenokee Pastimes

Delux cabin. 3 beds. $85/night, plus $10 more/night if Barb confirms.

28244 Hwy 121

Folkston, GA 31537

912-496-4472

Morning of 8 Jan through Saturday 11 Jan

Leave Okefenokee on the morning of the 8th and head toward Ocala National Forest. Hopefully find some things to explore along the

way. Hike/putz on the 9th and 10th before heading back to the airport the next morning (11th) for the 11:50 departure.

Lodging:

BASS CHAMPIONS RESTAURANT & LODGE

25011 East Hwy 314, Salt Springs, FL 32134

Lodge: 352-685-2060

We have cabin 4. Made reservation by phone. 2BR, 3 bed cabin. $85/night. They don't take payment in advance, not even a CC to hold

it. She said she'll call the weekend before to confirm, I asked here to make a note to call a little earlier.

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=N.Florida2014+-+Itinerary
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22-23 March

Putz around NY. Leave on 24th and arrive on 25th - see flights.

26 March - 13 April - Nepal

Tour guide web site is here.

Day 1 - 26th: Arrival in Kathmandu. (1345m.)

A Mosaic Adventure representative will meet you at the airport and transfer you to your hotel. Overnight in a

Kathmandu hotel.

Day 2 - 27th: Sightseeing and last minute preparations.

Your second day in Nepal is all about culture! One of our professional tour guides will take you to visit the

many historical, religious and spiritual sites of Kathmandu including Patan Durbar square, Swayambhunath Temple

(also known as the Monkey Temple), Pashupatinath Temple and the largest stupa in Nepal; Bouddhanath. You will

meet your guide who will answer any questions you may have. Overnight in a Kathmandu hotel.

Day 3 - 28th: Drive from Kathmandu to Bhulbhule. (840m/7 hours.)

A seven-hour drive by local bus to the starting point of our trek.

Day 4 - 29th: Bhulbhule to Ghermu Phant. (1162m/5.5 hours.)

A gradual incline to Bahundanda, a local farming village, then a two-hour descent to Ghermu. Hopefully, the

weather will be clear to give you your first views of Lamjung Himal. As we approach Ghermu, there will be some

delightful views of nearby waterfalls and the Marsyangdi River.

Day 5 - 30th: Ghermu Phant to Dharapani. (1910m/7 hours.)

We follow the Marsyangdi River for the majority of the day crossing its raging waters on some impressive

suspension bridges. We continue through some narrow gorges and over rocky tracks passing beehives and colorful

waterfalls.

Day 6 - 31st: Dharapani to Chame. (2670/6 hours.)

A difficult uphill trail for the first half of today until we reach Thanchok. We will walk through sweet smelling

pine forests and apple orchards whilst enjoying impressive views of Manaslu, Himal Chuli, Annapurna II and

Lamjung Himal. Chame, our resting place for the night, is the district headquarters for the Manang ditrict.

Day 7 - 1st: Chame to Pisang. (3200/5 hours.)

We begin the day following a gentle incline to Dukhure Pokhari, through the pine forest where the valley widens.

We follow the river for a couple of hours before turning off towards Pisang. Pisang Peak will be on view, a

popular climbing challenge in this region. Annapurna II and Lamjung Himal continue to grace us with their

presence all the way to our teahouse for the night. If we get there early enough and you are feeling energetic,

we can hike up to Upper Pisang to visit a unique, colorful monastery and the surrounding traditional mountain

houses. We will also get excellent views of Annapurna II and Lamjung Himal from this point.

Day 8 - 2nd: Pisang to Manang. (3540/7 hours for upper trail, 5 hours for lower trail.)

The choice is yours today! Are you feeling energetic and fancy a longer trek to achieve some spectacular mountain

views? Or, if you want to pace yourselves and continue steadily, there is a shorter, less difficult trail to

Manang. Both trails offer mountain views, the upper trail boasts a better position for these views but the lower

trail is a nice gentle, almost flat route to our teahouse for the night.

Day 9 - 3rd: Acclimatization day in Manang.

We spend an extra night in this Gurung village to acclimatize to the increasing elevation. We take a short three-

hour hike after breakfast to the Gangapurna Lake, crossing the river and to the top of a high ridge standing at

4000 mters.
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Day 10 - 4th: Manang to Yak kharka. (4020m/5 hours.)

A steady climb to Yak Kharka, passing Gunsang, over dry, grassy hills. Annapurna II, III and IV, Gangapurna,

Lamjung Himal and Tilicho Peak will be all on display, so grab your camera for some terrific shots of these

beautiful mountains. Yaks and wild blue sheep can be seen grazing on the hills.

Day 11 - 5th: Yak kharka to High Camp (4860m/5 hours) or Thorung Phedi. (4430m/4 hours.)

Again we give you a choice. If you feel you do not want to trek as high as High Camp, we will trek up to Thorung

Phedi and stay the night there. Otherwise, we will continue after Thorung Phedi up a steep incline, along a

pebbled track to 4860 meters.

Day 12 - 6th: High Camp/Thorung Phedi to Thorang-La? Pass (5416m) and on to Muktinath. (3800m/7 to 8 hours depending on starting

point.)

Up up up! Not such a steep climb, more of a gradual incline up to the impressive, alluring Thorong La Pass. We

will be completely surrounded by the magical mountains of the Annapurna Range giving you a superb chance to

capture this tranquil place in a photograph to take home and share your memories for years to come. Thorung La

Pass is the most visited high pass in the world, you will certainly see why once you get there. After taking a

few moments to revel in our achievement, we take a steep descent to Muktinath.

Day 13 - 7th: Muktinath to Kagbeni. (2800/3.5 hours.)

If you are up early, we could visit the local monastery and Muktinath Temple. Many pilgrims and holy people

congregate here early in the morning for prayer, swim in the holy waters and chant mantras of the God’s. We then

continue our descent, not as steep today, until Kagbeni. You will notice a complete change in environment; it is

almost desert-like void of trees and plants. Kagbeni is highly influenced by Tibetan culture and many of the

population are of Tibetan descent. It is the home to Nepal’s oldest monastery and is well worth a visit. This is

also the border to Upper Mustang and trekkers must pass through a checkpoint here to proceed.

Day 14 - 8th: Trek from Kagbeni to Jomsom (2720/3 hours) and drive by local vehicle to Tatopani. (1190/5 hours.)

An easy, flat trek to Jomsom along the banks of the river. It can get very windy here so hold on to your hats! We

then drive to Tatopani where we will stay the night in a local teahouse.

Day 15 - 9th: Tatopani to Ghorepani. (2850/7 hours.)

We trek a steep incline for the first part of the day, it then levels out somewhat through rhododendron forests,

farmland and rice fields.

Day 16 - 10th: Trek to Poon Hill (3210m/1.5 hours) then on to Nayapul (1070m/6 hours) and drive to Pokhara. (820m/1.5 hours.)

An early morning trek, before breakfast, takes us to the top of Poon Hill for sunrise panoramic, spectacular

mountainous views. Most people take an hour here to soak up the atmosphere and take photos of the beautiful

scenery. After breakfast, we descend steeply through rhododendron and oak tree forests to Tikhedunga where we

will stop for lunch. After our refueling stop, we continue to Nayapul and drive from there to Pokhara. Overnight

in a hotel.

Day 17 - 11th: Free day and late afternoon flight to Kathmandu.

You will have the day to wonder around the delightful lakeside town of Pokhara, maybe take a boat out on the lake

to visit the floating temple or climb up to the peace pagoda. Overnight in a hotel in Kathmandu.

Day 18 - 12th: Departure / flight home.

A Mosaic Adventure representative will accompany you to the airport and wish you safe travels home.

13th - arrive NYC and take Amtrak home
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Itinerary:

Sat, 27 Sept., Day 1.

Fly, Drive 235 miles. Sleep in Silver City.

Rodeway Inn Silver City, Silver City

Sat Sep/27/2014 - Sun Sep/28/2014

Itinerary # 183687941800

3420 U.S. 180

Silver City, NM 88061

(575) 538-3711]

Paid in advance via Expedia, AmEx?

Free cancellation before 27 Sept

Sun 28 Sept., Day 2.

There's around 5 miles to camp in an area with numerous trails that one can then hit with light packs. The second day offers more hikes

from that basecamp, returning out on day 3 the same way we went in. According to one source, this area has good fishin'

Mon, 29 Sept., Day 3.

Day hikes from basecamp.

Tues, 30 Sept., Day 4.

Hike out the way we came in. Do a hike in the same area - perhaps the Cave Dweller Trail. Sleep in Silver City.

Rodeway Inn Silver City, Silver City

Tue Sep/30/2014 - Thu Oct/2/2014

Itinerary # 183688505564

Rodeway Inn Silver City

3420 U.S. 180

Silver City, NM 88061

(575) 538-3711

Paid in advance via Expedia, AmEx?

Free cancellation before 30 Sept

Weds, 1 Oct., Day 5.

Day hike, perhaps in the adjacent Aldo Leopold Wilderness along the Black Ridge.

Thurs, 2 Oct. Day 6.

Our second backpack. The second backpack is around 7 miles in, coming out the next day either the same way you went in or completing

a loop that requires 12 miles. No fishing here - the creek was cyanide poisoned about 100 years ago - okay to treat/drink today but never
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restocked with fish.

Friday, 3 Oct. Day 7.

Hike out. Drive 3 hours. Sleep in Socorro which is an hour away from the hotel.

Rodeway Inn, Socorro

Itinerary # 183689173710

Rodeway Inn

Fri Oct/3/2014 - Sat Oct/4/2014

807 Highway 85, Socorro, NM, 87801

Property Information: +1 575 835-4300

Paid in advance via Expedia, AmEx?

Free cancellation before 3 Oct

Saturday, 4 Oct. Day 8

Fly home.
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Definite:
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Jack

Peg
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Itinerary:

15 March, Sunday:

Fly (Jack/Trent may want to fly out the prior day based on airfares as quoted on 1/4/14)

Camp/Trail meals: none

Lodging: Embassy Suites, about 10 miles from the airport. Two room suite with a sleeper sofa that will fit us all.

Embassy Suites Tucson - Williams Center

5335 East Broadway Tucson, AZ

520-745-2700

NOTE: This hotel will convert to a DoubleTree Suites sometime in March.

Conf number: 85955411

Reserved on my Citi card.

Airport --> hotel transfer options (if necessary):

Bus 11 to Bus 8. 45 minutes, with departures every 30 minutes. Google maps will find the bus route as will the municipal

bus web page.

Shuttle. $30 for one person, $34 for two.

16th, Monday

Drive slightly over two hours to Aravaipa Canyon. Hike in to a base camp...we'll have many options for where to pitch our tents,

so the distance will be optional, but my target is an area about 5 miles in. From there we can explore some side canyons after we

establish camp. Water is not an issue - a stream runs through it. We WILL be crossing that stream many times, with water depths

to the knee expected.

Camp/Trail meals: lunch, dinner (we'll take advantage of the free breakfast at the Embassy before we leave)

Permit details:

Permit Number: ACW-15-136

Entry Date: Monday March 16, 2015

Entrance: West

Number of People in Group: 3

Number of Days in the Wilderness: 3

Exit Date: Wednesday March 18, 2015

NOTE: A physical permit is not required - "Your permit number is your authorization to hike; make a note of it or print the final permit

screen"

17th, Tuesday.

Day hike from our base camp. My thought is to hike out-back through the rest of the canyon, a total of 12 miles RT (although we

could cut it shorter if we wished).

Camp/Trail meals: breakfast, lunch, dinner

18th, Wed.

Hike out of Aravaipa Canyon. Drive 1.5 hours to Catalina State Park. Do one of the short hikes there.

Camp/Trail meals: breakfast, lunch, dinner (this is worse case as we might catch something along the road as we're moving

between sites, but I wouldn't count on that)
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Lodging: Catalina Campsite: CTL-A-20.

Confirmation No. 00150104-126427

Showers, flush toilets.

19th, Thurs.

Day hikes from Catalina State Park.

Camp/Trail meals: breakfast, lunch, dinner

20th, Friday.

Day hikes from Catalina State Park or a short drive to an alternate location. We won't be driving more than an hour, one way.

Camp/Trail meals: breakfast, lunch. I suspect we'll wanna get back to civilization in time for a good meal for dinner.

Lodging: Embassy Suites Tucson - Williams Center

5335 East Broadway Tucson, AZ - 520-745-2700

NOTE: This hotel will convert to a DoubleTree Suites sometime in March.

Conf Number: 82023987

Reserved on my Citi card

21st, Saturday.

Fly home.

Camp/Trail Meal Totals:

Breakfast: 4

Lunch: 5

Dinner: 4

NOTE: Pack a little extra food for the backpack just in case rains come and we have to stay a while longer than anticipated.
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Things to note:

1. This is bear country - we have to hang food

2. Our water source is a creek. I don't know if it'll be clear or murky. Suggest Jack pack his filter and I'll bring my collapsible bucket

(can be used to let murky water settle out overnight.)

3. You probably want two poles for the stream crossings

4. Pack some extra food for the backpack - I'm taking an extra day worth of powerbars. The idea is to be prepared if sudden high

water delays our exit.

5. We'll be doing a hike from basecamp on our second day of the backpack. You might want to bring something light to carry those

few things you'll need for that day.

6. Expected highs (March historical average): 67; lows, 38.

Expense Tally:

Permit: $45

Campsite: $45

To do:
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Itinerary:

The Basic Plan

The basic plan is to fly into St. John's and drive to 4 main spots. Each spot is similiar in that that major attractions are hiking, birding, and boat tours

where you see whales, birds, and shore line. There is also fishing and sea kayaking in places, although I'm not planning any of these activities in

advance.

Dates

Twelve days in total (including transit). 1-12 August

1 Aug - Fly to St. John's, Newfoundland.

Cue up on this first day. Make certain airfare is for St. John's Newfoundland - there are other "St. John's".

Car:

http://www.trentsphotos.com/Stuff/WikiGraphics/Newfoundland/newfoundland-car.jpg

Lodging: St. John's

Comfort Inn, next to the Airport - convenient as I suspect we'll be getting in at different times.

106 Airport Rd, St. John's

+1 709 753-3500 3 Rooms: Standard Room, 2 Queen Beds, Non Smoking

6 Guests: 6 Adults

1 Night: Sat Aug/1/2015 to Sun Aug/2/2015

Total: $426.51 (US) paid in full on Citibank Double
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Free shuttle to/from the airport.

Check-in time starts at 4 PM

Your room will be guaranteed for late arrival

I got each room with two beds. If we end up with only 5 folks, we can cancel one room and put a 3rd in the Stover's room. Cancellation allowed up to 1

Aug.

Expedia Itinerary #: 196192329583

5/10/15 Update - Canceled one room.

DONE!

2 Aug - Drive to Gros Morne

This is the worse day of driving - 435 miles, 7.5 hours. You can see from the map above that we're driving to the far side of the island and then working

our way back more slowly.

Lodging: Gros Morne

KOA Campgrounds

5 Shearakin Lane

Rocky Harbour , NL A0K 4N0

800-562-3441

2 Cabins

Cabin 1: This one is full featured. I wanted two of these, but they only had one vacancy.

1 Bunk Bed Set

1 Queen Bed

Linens Provided

Full Bath with Shower

Full Kitchen

Linens Provided

No Pets Allowed

C$433.92

C$123.00 on Citibank Double

Cabin 2:

(w/o Bathroom)

1 Bunk Bed Set

1 Queen Bed

No kitchen

No bath

Don't forget your linens

Conf# 32205.00

C$223.74

C$62.00 deposit on Citibank Double

7 days cancellation notice required

DONE!

3 & 4 Aug - Gros Morne

Hikes that caught my eye:

Western Brook Pond Trail * . 6 Km rt. Beautiful hike to a lake that looks like a fjord and with a boat ride - a small boat cruise w/waterfalls.

Tablelands * . 4 km rt. Unique geology. Good one when needing a short hike.

Gros Morne Mountain * . 16km rt. Strenuous - steep, rocky. Views of water and fjords - must do.

5 Aug - Drive to Twillingate

We'll depart in the morning for a 133 mile drive, 2.75 hours. Once there we can do some hiking and/or a boat tour. One of the top 10 hikes in Canada

according to Reader's Digest is here, but the hikes are short and I think the Reader's Digest exaggerates.
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The most interesting hike from looking at the trail map:

Lighthouse Trail * . Can be done as a loop, also goes by Cuckold's Point Trail to the east and Lower Head Trail to the west.

French Beach / Spiller's Cove * . Don't know much about it, but the shoreline sounds like it might be interesting. Looks a 5 mile or so loop, can

be shortcut significantly.

Lodging: Twillingate

Anchor Inn Hotel & Suites

3 Path End

Twillingate NL

1-709-884-6054

Loretta was the person I emailed with.

Email confirmation. Conf #008523 and 008524

The suites are situated on the hilltop above the hotel and each have a small kitchen and living area.

Cancellations have to be received more than 48 hours before check-in.

Gave them my Citi Double card. Not sure how much deposit they'll charge.

2 suites, each with 2 Bedrooms: 1 Queen Bedroom and 1 Double Bedroom. Pull-out couch. Kitchenette and "cosy living area"

Appears to have linens

Expensive: C$200 per night per room.

DONE!

6 Aug - More Twillingate

7 Aug - Drive to Terra Nova National Park.

133 miles, 2 3/4 hours. When we get there, options include hiking and boat tours. Are you seeing a pattern here? I plan on doing the boat tours pretty

much everywhere as in places that's the only way to see the good birding spots, but that's optional. Suspect they'll be bicycles to be had as well in

some of these places.

Hikes that look interesting:

Coastal Trail * - 9km rt. "Following the shoreline you will discover why Newman Sound is designated a Canadian Wildlife Service bird sanctuary.

Ospreys, terns, greater yellowlegs, and spotted sandpipers feed on the rich supply of food in the estuary."

Outport Trail * - 24 km rt to the 1.5 km detour to the top of Mount Stamford; one of the most spectacular views in the park. Overall trail length is

longer. "This is one of the most rewarding hikes in the park. Wet areas and steep grades make this trail best suited for the more determined

hiker. Waterproof footwear is recommended. Please notify staff prior to departure."

Malady Head * . 5 km rt. On either side of the trail, in the shadows beneath the thick canopy of mature black spruce, grows a rich moss carpet.

From the lookout platform atop Malady Head there is an incredible view of Southwest Arm and the Eastport Peninsula.

Lodging: Terra Nova

Clode Sound Motel

10 Main Street, Charlottetown, Newfoundland

Route 1, Terra Nova National Park

Reservations: 1-709-664-3146

Administration: 1-709-896-4769

Per our email: two, one bedroom units blocked for you and each room has a sofa (pull-out) and two double beds. The rate for three adults, per room is

$139.98 plus 13% hst, per night. Both rooms are confirmed with a check-in date on August 7th, for two nights, and a check-out date on August 9th, 2015.

I'm certain given the amenities including maid service that there will be linens provided.

Gave them my Citibank Double. Not sure how much they'll pre-charge. Cancellation policy unstated, but indicated flexibility and this isn't one we change

based upon the difference between 5 or 6 folks.

DONE!
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8 Aug - More Terra Nova

9 Aug - Drive to Witless Bay

We can leave early or late, depending on what's left to do at Terra Nova. 155 miles, 3 hours.

The East Coast Trail is nearby and you can take it for a long as you want in either direction. Looks like two 14km (round-trip) options from the town of

Witless Bay to the next town up/down the trail. Sea kayaking is very popular in Witless Bay.

Another option is Captain Wayne's Marine Excursions * $80. 9:00 (calmest), 1:00 (windier), and 5:00 (best photography light) excursions.

Lodging: Witless Bay

Whitless Bay Suites

3 rooms, each C$99

25% deposit at time of booking

Reservation deposits will be refunded with a cancellation of 2 days in advance of your arrival.

Rooms will be ready at 3:00 PM daily. If you will be arriving before 10:00 or after 3:00 please inform us and we will make other arrangements.

Queen bed and "double futon"

1-709-334-2893 Sheila was the gal I emailed and talked to - gave her my Citibank Double. While the dates were confirmed via email, there is no

confirmation number and per Sheila "you are confirmed". She will email a few days prior just to touch base.

DONE!

10 Aug - More Witless Bay

We can opt for a scenic drive if we wish. The Cape St. Mary's Ecological Reserve would be a good destination. It is home to 24,000 Northern

gannet, 20,000 black-legged kittiwake, 20,000 common murre, and 2,000 thick-billed murre. In addition, more than 100 pairs of razorbill, more

than 60 pairs of black guillemot, plus double-crested and great cormorant, and Northern fulmar nest there. What makes it so spectacular,

however, is that all these birds can be seen from land, as close as 10 meters away. The drive taking the shortest route is 180 miles round trip (4

hours); throwing in a more scenic return path along the shore gets ugly - that makes it more like 275 miles (6 hours).

11 Aug - Whitless Bay, move back to St. John's

Lodging: St. John's

Comfort Inn Airport

106 Airport Rd, St. John's

Property Information: 709 753-3500

3 Rooms: Standard Room, 2 Queen Beds, Non Smoking

6 Guests: 6 Adults

1 Night: Tue Aug/11/2015 to Wed Aug/12/2015

Total: $454.95 (US) paid in full on Citibank Double. Cancellation policy: up to day of arrival.

Expedia Itinerary #: 196193648323

5/10/15 Update - Canceled one room.

DONE!^

12 Aug - Fly home
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Itinerary:

29 Oct. Trent and Jack to NYC.

Reserved via Expedia. Note the earlier Airbnb place was canceled by the renter and a refund requested by me on 8-14-15. Takes 3-5

days to process.

30 Oct.

9:00 am - Statue of Liberty, crown.

Reservations:
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John Fitch, confirmation number 20150613-20900236. Note there is a 2nd ticket on this reservation for "Trent Fitch". The web app

pre-populated my last name field with Fitch. I corrected it, but didn't notice that it changed it back. So, since they check IDs before

issuing the tickets at the will-call, I had to place a 2nd order to get my ticket. 2 for the price of 3!

Trent Pitsenbarger, confirmation number 20150613-20900323

31 Oct - Fly to Patagonia
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Itinerary:

10 Sept

Fly day. Pickup by chauffeur Trent at the Reno airport. Since we couldn't get a place at Lassen on this night, so I grabbed a spot just

outside the park. The drive to Lassen is 2.5 hours from Reno airport. We'll have time, if we wish, to pop into the park for one of the 3 mile

(round trip) hikes listed below.

Lodging - Trent/Jack/Anna/Dave: Lassen Mineral Lodge (40.348252, -121.596651), just a few miles from the south western park

entrance. $120 with kitchen, 1 queen, 2 twins. Confimed on MC OT Number. http://www.minerallodge.com Note: I fat-figured the

number of guests, typed 3 instead of 4, so I need to tell them that at check-in. Price may go up a tad.

Serps - Are out.

Stovers - If they can make it they'll have a camper truck - probably best for them just to grab a campsite at Manzanita Lake for it

starting on this day. As of 24 May there was plenty of availability

11-15 Sept

Hiking in Lassen. Day hikes. Driving back to Carson City on the 15th so that'll be a short hike day.

Candidate hikes -

1. Kings Creek Falls, 3 miles RT (40.46043, -121.45945)

2. Mills Creek Falls, 3 miles RT (40.43764, -121.53305)

3. Bumpass Hell, a thermal area, largest in the park. 5 miles RT. 700 difference in min/max elevation. (40.46618, -121.51405)

4. Boiling Springs and Devil's Kitchen. Two separate areas, Boiling Springs features a pond that is around 125 degrees with

mudpots (I'd leave the swimwear at home ) while the Devil's Kitchen is the second largest display of geothermal features next

to Bumpass Hell. 6.5 miles RT. 400' diff between min and max elevation. (40.44315, -121.39663)

5. Twin Lakes. (40.49429 -121.4231) Don't know much about this one - couldn't find pics. 9.5 miles RT - lollipop shaped trail that is

mostly stem. 600 feet diff, min and max elevations. Note there is also a Twin Lakes in the adjacent Caribou Wilderness. 5 or 14

mile RT depending on where one starts. Route in Viewranger.

6. Cluster Lakes Loop. (40.49429 -121.4231). Starts from same area as Twin Lakes, but is a loop. 10.5 miles, two hills 500 and 800

feet. Goes past numerous lakes.

7. Brokeoff Mt. Nice views from up top. 7 miles RT. A steady climb through 2,500 feet of elevation gain. (40.43077 -121.53613 -

Note to self: Not in HERE because HERE has become stupid.)

8. Cinder Cone, plus an extension. 4 miles RT just to the top of Cinder Cone, 13 miles total loop. 700' elevation difference.

(40.56474, -121.30207)

9. Lassen Peak. (40.474668, -121.505252)

Lodging -

Night of 11-14th: 8 bed bunk cabin in Lassen, Manzanita Lake (40.530966, -121.561949). Reservation 2-35336292. Site #2. Confirmed

on MC base card.

The cabin is very basic - "Cabin #2 is a one room bunkhouse style cabin. There is a maximum of 8 persons in this cabin. The cabin

sleeps eight with 4 sets of bunk beds with mattresses. The cabin comes with propane heat, lantern and a locking door."

Note that we'll need sleeping bags.

The web site also state: "There is no electricity or water in the cabins, only propane heat; drinking water, restrooms, coin-operated

showers and laundry facilities are located nearby."

Night of 15th - Trent's apartment. You may need that sleeping bag again.
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16 Sept

South Lake Tahoe for a day hike.

Lodging - Trent's apartment.

17 Sept

Fly day, although we could also do something in the morning.

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Lassen2016+-+Itinerary
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Joshua Tree National Park, Oct 2016

Itinerary

Flights

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Joshua+Tree+National+Park+2016
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Trent's Pre-game

16th - depart Carson City early in the day for hiking in the area west of Independence, CA. 4.25 hour drive. Stop along the way at places

of interest.

Lodging: Onion Valley Campsite. 36.77278°N 118.34028°W

Site 4. Confirmation: 2-36642217

ONION VALLEY

Site: 004

Site Type: STANDARD NONELECTRIC

Loop: DRV

Primary Occupant: TRENT PITSENBARGER

1. of Occupants: 1

2. of Vehicles: 1

Equipment: 1 Pickup Camper

1. Of Pets: 0

Arrival Date: Sun Oct 16 2016

Check-in Time: 2:00 PM

Departure Date: Mon Oct 17 2016

Check-out Time: 1:00 PM

17th - Drive to Joshua Tree, grab a campsite.

18 Oct

Trent will grab a campsite on the way in or maybe just show up the evening before.

On this day we'll do an airport pickup and return to Joshua Tree. It's probably about an hour drive, depending on where we get a

campsite.

Camping Options:

Crap, starting in Oct one can reserve a campsite at a couple of locations but they are sold out now. (Those are Indian Cove, Black Rock,

Black Rock Equestrian (have availability but you must have a horse) and Cottonwood which is just for group camping). There are several

walk-up options, but they don't have water:

Belle Campground

White Tank Campground

Jumbo Rocks Campground

Hidden Valley Campground

Plus a few others just outside the park, including a BLM dispersed camping area that I can't imagine filling up. I have them all

bookmarked.

I'll buy 2 5 gallon jugs for water which we can fill at a visitor center.

19th-22nd (leaving morning of 23rd)

Joshua Tree Trails:
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If we did them all, there would be 4-5 days worth of trails here. We probably don't wanna do them all, so I'm thinking four days in Joshua

Tree. We, or at least "I", also want to do some sunrise drives - good time to spot wildlife.
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23-24 Oct

Lodging (2 nights)

Renaissance Palms Springs

888 Tahquitz Canyon Way . Palm Springs, CA 92262 USA

Several options:

Palm Springs Aerial Tramway. There is hiking here as well, but I don't know how interesting it is.

Mount San Jacinto State Park. Probably some good hiking here. They have 54 miles of trails.

The Living Desert Zoo & Gardens. Looks like a great place for critter pics in a natural looking environment.

Painted Canyons. A neat area - colorful canyons - don't know how long the hike is for certain, but one reviewer said it was a 5

miles loop. With ladders, but it doesn't sound hard.

25 Oct

Journey home.

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=JT2016+-+Itinerary
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Snowbird-Alta, 21-28 March 2017

Cliff Lodge, Snowbird (click for map)

And here's a more detailed map courtesy of Tony.

Players

Tony's Notes

Transport

Snowshoing

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Snowbird-Alta+-+March+2017
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Players:

Tony

Trent

Wayne

Joe
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Tony's Notes:

Alta does not allow snowboards. Thur skied in knee deep fluffy powder. I would expect late March to be warmer, Tue - Thur last week

were single digits but it was a dry cold meaning that exposed skin is what got cold.

If you drive, "free" parking, just tip $5 each time they park and/or retrieve your car. The bell desk takes care of this. They have a garage

nearby.

There is a free shuttle bus to take us from Snowbird to Alta and back so you can leave your car parked for the duration. Alta has better

snow because no snowboards. Base of mountains around 8500', peak 10,500',

This is not one of Wayne's planned trips, we are at The Cliff Lodge, no air mattress needed. We have 2 King beds and 3 queens. Now

depending if Rick or his guest are there you may not get your own bed. Rick is the owner of the time share, I help with expenses so get to

use the place. We have three units, two are bedrooms and one has the kitchen, three baths, washer/dryer, hot tub on the balcony. (I don't

use this one because the one at the spa is huge so big enough to stretch in.

Shuttle bus from/to airport - Canyon Transportation, $39. each way. Go online to make reservation, your stop will be The Cliff Lodge.

They have a desk by the baggage claim. I stop by to let them know that I am there, they will ask if you have all your stuff and say to come

back when you do. Baggage, ie skis, take a while. They will drop you off at the front door of the Cliff Lodge. Fly into SLC.

I am not sure about lift tickets, I have a season pass to both places. In general, Alta has better snow so I prefer to ski there, lift tickets are

a cheaper. However, we should ski both places so you can say you did but you have to pick your days at Snowbird - no weekends and

preferably not Fri, need recent snow. We can talk about where we should be skiing a few days before based upon recent storms or

absence of storms.

Daily routine goes something like this:

Wake up early, have coffee, check the weather, catch some news.

Go to the Spa (no cost, already taken care of) - light exercise to get the blood flowing, soak in the hot tub and stretch a little, jump

in the heated pool to cool off, then get a steam. Shower.

Eat breakfast, get dress to ski

Ski

Have a beer, take a nap, eat a snack.

Back to the Spa for a soak, swim, & steam. Maybe take a yoga class.

Eat dinner.

Repeat.

This is not a party town, Alta claims to be a town but that is questionable, not much night life here. A couple of bars and

restaurants.

Dress is casual, jeans and tennis shoes, so don't need much in the way of clothes, need gym clothes and swim suit, they provide shower

shoes and robes. Hot tub and pool on roof. Boots, like hiking, not chest waders, can be useful as some of the bars/restaurants require us

to walk across the bunny slope.

We have lockers to put our skis in and the lockers have boot dryers that blow air in over night.

-------------------

Parking Directions:

When you come up the canyon, look for the Alta Bypass fork to the right. As the bypass bends to the right, it will start going downhill, peel

off to the right and drive under the entrance and stop.

Guys from the bell desk will come out and ask if you are checking in, they will help take your stuff to the room (tell them 515), give you a

parking voucher, offer to shine your shoes or whatever else they can think of to get a tip. Our standard tip is $5 to park & $5 when they
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retrieve the car. $5 for stuff to the room unless we make a grocery stop and there is a bunch of stuff, we give them more.

Check In:

Go to the front desk (to the left and up the escalators, hook a u-turn to the right), they will have your name and be expecting you. They

will want your credit card and licenses and in turn give you two key cards and two charge card (you can charge to your room account or

pay as you go along) and return your stuff. Turn around and walk past the escalator look for a double door that leads to the elevator.

Ski Lockers:

On first floor, there are lockers where we will keep the skis, gloves, & boots (built in boot/glove driers). Day lift tickets can be bought there

as well. Rentals available here and discounted ski work. Walk out to the snow or walk out to the bus stop.

Where do we ski?

Depends upon the day and recent snow(s). Avoid Snowbird on the weekends. If it has just snowed, then Snowbird is fine. My preference

is to ski Alta, the snow is always better because they do not allow snowboards.

The highlighted area was where I skied the last day before I came home, as big as the resort is, there was no reason to ski elsewhere.

Alta Trail Map:

http://www.alta.com/the-mountain/maps#interactive-trail-map did not work in firefox for me.

Snowbird Trail Map:

http://www.snowbird.com/imagelib/trailmaps/Snowbird_TrailMap_Web.jpg

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Snowbird-Alta2017+-+Tonys+Notes
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Scotland, May 2017

The Players:

Trent

Jack

Donna

Peg

Eric#

Kim#

# Skipping Edinburgh

Vendor Web Site:

Click here.

Hogsworth Train:

Here's a link to the Hogsworth Express train that we are taking on 7 June.

Details:

Route - Fort William to Mallaig.

Afternoon trip departing from Fort William at 14:30 and returning from Mallaig at 18:38

Total Cost £ 214.75. Booking Ref: NYP014451. Paid on Trent's Mileage Plus Explorer Card.

Itinerary:

Dep. Fort William 14:30

Arr. Mallaig 16:29

Dep. Mallaig 18:38

Arr. Fort William 20:31

Itinerary:

Now includes details of the first night's accommodations.

Travel Packet from Hillwalk:

This should be everything they owe us except luggage tags and the hard copy map which are in snail mail. It's in a zip file which contains

Microsoft Word docs - the free LibreOffice can read 'em just fine if you don't have Word. Download link.

GPS Route:

This isn't anything official, just a route that some stranger recorded. It seems to follow the route pretty close, but with a shortcut or two

added in. Note that the trail is also marked on Google Maps. Download link.

Flights:

Trent

Image
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Jack

Sat, 27 MAY 2017

UA 4416 BALTIMORE, MD (BWI) 4:22 PM NEWARK, NJ (EWR) 5:31 PM

UA 161 NEWARK, NJ (EWR) 7:45 PM GLASGOW, SCOTLAND (GLA) 7:30 AM (28MAY)

Mon, 12 JUN 2017

UA 37 EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND (EDI) 9:25 AM NEWARK, NJ (EWR) 12:00 PM

UA 4928 NEWARK, NJ (EWR) 2:40 PM BALTIMORE, MD (BWI) 3:59 PM

Peg (and Donna on the segments into and out of Glascow/Edinburgh)

Leave PHL Sat 5/27, flt 9115 Iberia. Arrive GLA 7:05A, 5/28.

Leave EDI on 6/12 10:05A to PHL via London, flt American Airlines 6404 and 737 arriving PHL at 5:35P.

The Stovers - Arrival into Scotland

British Airways, Flight 1488

Departing London - Heathrow, England, UK

Sunday, May 28, 4:15 pm

Arriving Glasgow, Scotland, UK

Sunday, May 28, 5:45 pm

Consensus Pack List:

Train/Bus Ticket Receipt

Travel Packet from Hillwalk - hard and soft copy

24 energy bars - trail food, plus a heart-friendly option should I need a fallback

12 packs MMs

Luggage Tags for trail transfers

The maps they sent

Tablet

Cell

2ndary SIM (I bought a SIM so, hopefully, I can use my phone in Scotland)

AC adaptor

Plug adaptor

headphones

small flashlight

external battery

6" extension cord

pen (customs forms)

Passport

D750 camera

P&S camera

teleconvertor

extra battery

chargers for both cameras

ND and polarizing filter

lens cleaning cloth
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Sunscreen

DEET

umbrella

mole skin

hiking poles

detergent

Day pack

water bladder

A few water treatment pills (I always carry a few)

waterproof bags for camera, papers

tape, string (emergency repairs)

rain jacket

rain pants

fleece jacket

golf hat

thin gloves

Minimal wallet

Hiking boots

Comfy shoes/sneakers/crocs/other

Zippy pants

Gators

Heart Meds

Toothpaste

Brush

floss

comb

chap stick

camp soap/shampoo - shouldn't need it, but I always carry a small bottle

2nd pair of glasses

lens cleaners for glasses

underwear

shorts

t-shirts

sweats

SS nicer shirts

LS nicer shirts

Headbands

socks

small pack of tissues

Outstanding Items I (Trent) Need to Collect on at Some Point:

Nothing!
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Hillwalk Tours

6 Galway Technology Centre Hiking in Ireland

Mervue Business Park, Wellpark
Road

Hiking in Scotland

Galway, H91 A560, IRELAND Hiking in England

 +353 91 763 994 Hiking the Camino

About Us Terms & Conditions

FAQ Privacy Policy

Contact Us Cookie Policy

Make a Booking Sitemap | Links

Copyright © 2019 Hillwalk Tours Ltd - Company Number: 505910 - VAT Number: IE9814698N - Site by CloveRock Design

info@hillwalktours.com

Challenge yourself to hike all, or part, of Scotland’s

premier long distance trail

Capture amazing photographs of the West Highland

Way's finest scenery  including Loch Lomond, Ben

Nevis and the Trossachs National Park

Take  the  Harry  Potter  steam  train  from  Fort

William to Mallaig at the end of your hike!

Convenience: The start-point of the West Highland

Way is in Milngavie – only 30 minutes from Glasgow

Airport

West Highland Way Trail Details

9.3/10 - 581 reviews

Self-guided walking tours from £399 per

person

Choose Gentle, Moderate or Challenging

West Highland Way hiking tours

18 different itineraries to suit all abilities

Terrain:  Well-worn  paths,  rugged  in

places

Walk anytime between 23 Mar - 20 Oct

2019

Waymarking: Excellent

Due to high demand, we are now taking bookings for 2020 for the West Highland Way. If you are interested in

booking this tour for 2020, it is recommended that you book as early as possible to avoid disappointment for

your chosen dates.

There is limited availability left for walks on the West Highland Way from September-October 2019.

Why go hiking on the West Highland Way?

Overview Choose Your Hike Photos Trail Info Travel Info Extra Days/Activities Prices & What’s Included Your Accommodation Reviews

West Highland Way: Overview

Our Trails West Highland Way Rob Roy Way Great Glen Way Speyside Way Whisky Trail

About Us Hiking in Ireland Hiking in Scotland Hiking in England Hiking the Camino

Gift Cards FAQ Contact Us
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Alaska, July 2017

Itinerary and Lodging

Transport

The Bill

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Alaska+2017
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Itinerary and Lodging:

Image

Accommodations:

Anchorage Marriott Downtown +1-907-279-8000

||In |Out|Confirmation

07/16/17| 07/18/17 | 83954441

07/21/17| 07/22/17| 83961351

07/26/17| 07/29/17| 83964626||

Denali:

Image

Anna and Dave: During our time in Anchorage, we will be staying at the Microtel Inn & Suites Anchorage on 13,17 and 21 July.

Other Folks

Glen and Terri: During our time in Anchorage, we will be staying at the Microtel Inn & Suites Anchorage on 13,17 and 21 July.

Anna and Dave: We currently have reservations at TownePlace? Suites Anchorage but am still hoping to change to Anchorage Marriott

Downtown.

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Alaska+2017+-+Itinerary
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Solar Eclipse, Aug 2017

The Players:

Trent

Jack

Caitlin (maybe)

Flights

Jack

Tue, 15AUG17

UA753 BALTIMORE, MD (BWI) 6:10 AM SAN FRANCISCO, CA (SFO) 8:59 AM

UA5328 SAN FRANCISCO, CA (SFO) 10:40 AM BOISE, ID (BOI) 1:26 PM

Tue, 22AUG17

UA833 BOISE, ID (BOI) 6:35 AM DENVER, CO (DEN) 8:21 AM

UA752 DENVER, CO (DEN) 9:57 AM BALTIMORE, MD (BWI) 3:23 PM

D'oh!:

Got a phone call from the Greyback Campsite that we were going to use for the eclipse - they had to close it due to flooding.

After a lot of looking, we have a Plan B. The May Family Ranch (a B&B) will give us a spot on the lawn to pitch tents. They advise us to "bring your own food as access to restaurants, etc. will be

impossible". They are providing a shared bath house. I accepted immediately.

Itinerary:

(All those shaded areas in the image above are usable links in this pdf).

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Solar+Eclipse+2017
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Three Sisters Backpack and more

Players

Itinerary

Flights

Trail Navigation

da Bill?

Trent's Notes

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Three+Sisters+-+Sept+2017
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Itinerary:

17 Sept, 2017

This is the date you should arrive in Bend, Oregon. As I mentioned before, you may want to plan a day before or after the main events to explore the Columbia Gorge east of Portland

(which I'm guessing would be the flyers' gateway city, although I didn't research it).

Lodging -

I figured we'd start as we usually do in a hotel, in Bend, so we can spread our things out as we finalize packing for the trek. The fact that Bend is a premier destination for beer drinkers is

strictly coincidental.

Days Inn.

849 NE Third Street, Bend, OR, 97701

(541) 383-3776

3 Rooms each with 2 Queens. $122.30/night including tax.

Expedia itinerary number: 7259696512586

Paid in advance on my Costco card. Cancellations or changes can be made before 4:00PM (Pacific Daylight Time) on Sep 16, 2017

CANCELLED ON 9/9/2017. See zoho email for confirmations. Fully refunded.

18 Sept.

Begin the backpack. About 10 miles this day. Campsite will be near a lake.

Approx location of trailhead: 44.100762, -121.622679

Overview of entire route:

19 Sept.

Day two of the backpack. Just 6.5 miles, but this part may be a tad sketchy as some of it is reportedly rough, and may be an "informal trail" vice a maintained official trail. Campsite is again

near a lake.
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20 Sept.

Complete the backpack - just 5 miles - and drive to the next camp (37 miles, 1.25 hours).

Lodging -

The Scott Lake Campground (44.211806, -121.889344). They don't take reservations, but there are several other options about 20 miles away if they are full.

For possible future reference, here's the location of those alternate campgrounds. (the star in the upper right marks the Scott Lake Campground):

21-22 September

Day hikes in the area.

1. Obsidian Trailhead (44.20396, -121.87188). Close to the Scott Lake campsite. "Provides access to loop hikes that feature some of the most dramatic scenery in Oregon"

Here are two options I mapped out. The first is a true loop, long and with a lot of elevation gain:

----------

The second is more of a lollipop, albeit one with a very long stem.
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2. Scott Mountain Loop

Don't know much about this option. It leaves right from the camping area:
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Other things in the area:

Proxy Falls. Short drive to the trailhead, and a short hike to the falls which are a little reminiscent of Union Falls which we saw on our Yellowstone backpack. 44.16164, -121.92772

23 September.

Depart the campsite. It's around a 3 hour drive to Portland. There's a lot to see on the way to Portland, but Silver Falls State Park is highly recommended - 10 waterfalls on a 9 mile trail or

something like that.

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=3Sisters2017+-+Itinerary
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Trail Nav:

GPX Files:

If you're into GPS devices, here are gpx files you can import into your favorite device/app. I use ViewRanger on my Android (it's also

available for the iPhone) and it's quite good. Included here are all the trails for which a map is shown on the Itinerary page.

Broken Top Backpack

Obsidian Loop

Obsidian Lollypop

Scott Mountain Loop

Waterproof Map:

The Nat Geo map is pretty good. It doesn't show the "informal trail" portion of the backpack (see itinerary, 29 Sept), but does show the

rest of the trails. You can buy the on Amazon.

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=3Sisters2017+-+TrailNav
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Mt. Blanc

Players

Itinerary

Flights and Geneva Airport Shuttle

Trail Navigation

Downloads

Pack List

da Bill

Trent's Notes

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Mt.+Blanc+-+July+2018
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Players:

In:

Trent

Peg

Eric

Kim

Jack

Donna

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=MtBlanc2018+-+Players
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Itinerary:

Day 0: 7 July 2018. Begin the Flight to Geneva. Transfer to Les Houches after
arrival on the 8th.

I didn't check flights for everyone, but I suspect it'll be the same for each of our departure points - depart the US on the 7th, arrive

Geneva, Switzerland, on the 8th. From there we'll take a shuttle to Les Houches where the hike begins. The shuttle is already priced into

the trip. Once we get flights I'll share info that with Mac's Adventure (the travel company). We won't have to be on the same physical

shuttle if our arrival times are spread out.

Day 1 thru Day 14: 8-21 July.

Everything is per the vendor's itinerary which you can grab from the links below. The first document includes info on the vendor's trip

insurance partner (on page 3) if you want to utilize them (insurance is mandatory).

We will get more detailed info about four weeks before the trip - it'll be similiar to the Scotland trip in that we'll get only 1 copy, but I'll have

GPS info published for everyone and I'm sure we'll be able to find Mt. Blanc maps on Amazon.

Trip and Cost Summary

Detailed Itinerary

Day 15: 22 July. Return Home.

Shuttle transit back to Geneva in the morning, fly in the afternoon. For this to work, of course. you'd need a return flight in the afternoon.

The return shuttle is already priced into the trip.

Trent Add-on:

22 July thru 26 July: Explore Iceland

27 July: Fly Home

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=MtBlanc2018+-+Itinerary
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Trent's Notes:

From the trek reservation page - Baggage transfer of one bag of up to 15kg, excluding delivery one one day due to lack of roads.

1/15/2018 Phone call with Max Adventures:

My POC at Max is Jessica, 720-625-8948. Talked to her and she's going to add the airport xfers for each of us to the reservation

request. $55/person each way. No problem with arriving at different times, they'll be a van driver to meet us.

Told her the extra night in Chamonix is at the end, 21st so we leave on the 22nd.

They'll probably be no checking of passports as we cross country borders on the trail, but it's smart to always keep it with us (as

we always do). No Visa required. (I double-checked the latter at https://www.visahq.com/citizens/united-states/).

4/11/2018 Email Exchange w/Jess

1 Could I get soft copies of the French Country Guide and The Book of Adventure? Please find the Country Guide attached and Book of

Adventure here: https://www.macsadventure.com/pdf/book-of-adventure-walking.pdf.

2 In Trient on 17 July, are the double rooms and the apartment in the same same place (Hotel La Grande Ourse)? Yes, all of your rooms

are at Hotel La Grand Ourse!

3 How do we obtain the meals - are they served at the accommodations? Do we need vouchers? You do not need vouchers, all breakfast

is included, as well as all dinner except Chamonix and Courmayeur where you are on your own for dinner. For lunch, your route

notes/guidebook will detail if there are facilities to stop at for lunch or if you should order a packed lunch from your previous night’s

accommodation.

4 Similar question about the airport shuttle. Do we need vouchers? Nope, you do not. You will receive a text confirmation the day before

your pick-up with the time of the shuttle.

5 I know we still owe you flight information - still have two folks who haven't bought their air tickets yet. Once we arm you with that info,

will you arrange for the shuttle to pick us up at the appropriate times? Where would we meet the shuttle when our flight arrives? Will you

arrange the pickup times for the return or do I take care of that? Yes, please send your flight information as soon as you have it! We will

schedule your transfers accordingly. You meet the shuttle in the back left of the arrivals area near the ATM of Geneva airport. We will

arrange for both your proper timed shuttle from the airport and then back to the airport from Chamonix.

5/2/2018

Phone call from Ashley, Trip Insure. Her direct number is 816 905-3943. Her record didn't show who our trip provider was. I told her Mac's

Adventures and it immediately registered with her. No further problem. Policy document will be updated with that info and resent.

5/31/2018

Webcast:

SIMs are cheap

Electrical plugs are all std European - two prong round.

Cable cars are around 15 to 20 Euros each based upon the speakers memory. Cash is more assured, but they take CCs. Buy

tickets when you need them (as opposed to in advance).

Keep passports with you, but there are no passport check stations along route.

The huts should be open at the start of the season, the snow hasn't affected that.

2 liters water/day - little more if it's real hot

Pack your lunch or ask your accommodation to sell you a packed lunch.

Huts have power, but outlets are limited.

Small number of folks can ride the van along with the luggage - saved for folks that are injured or hurting. There is a fee.

Switzerland: Francs. France and Italy: Euros. Get some Francs for buses, bring plenty of cash for the huts. 30 Euros/day.

Beers are around $5 - and I know what you're thinkin' but I wasn't the one who asked this question 
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Global Entry:

Entry procedure via Global Entry kiosks: Enrolled users must present their machine-readable passport. Users then complete a

computerized customs declaration, and are issued a receipt instructing them to either proceed to baggage claim, or to a normal

inspection booth for an interview.

Switzerland is a participant, Iceland is not.

Phone Service:

Gvoice texting should work: You can send text messages for free to U.S. and Canadian numbers using your Google Voice

number. Texts sent using Google Voice will use Wi-Fi , or mobile data from your cell phone service plan if you're not connected to

Wi-Fi . If you're outside the U.S. and are not using Wi-Fi?, your cell phone company might charge you extra roaming fees to send

a text.

T-mobile:

Iceland: To make calls within be sure to dial +354 and then the telephone number. Unlimited data, text, calls $.2/min

France: Same rates. To make calls within be sure to dial +33 and then the telephone number.

Switzerland: Same rates. To make calls within be sure to dial +41 and then the telephone number.

Italy: Same rate. To make calls within be sure to dial +39 and then the telephone number.

Best option for increased data rates is the International Data 10 day/1G one time data pass option for $20.

Iceland:

No visa required for Iceland. (Per my recollection of my last last visit and this site: https://www.visahq.com/citizens/united-

states/)

Per a Messenger convo with Iceland air, catching a connection in Reykjavík does not require one to go through customs, just

passport control.

Iceland is NOT a Global Entry participant.

Tours:

One site with lots of options is here. I looked at the choices pretty closely, and here are my favs:

23rd, Monday. Puffins and Whale Watching. Two excursions - one can choose to take the tours on the same day, or across

separate days. Leaves from Reykjavik Old Harbour a 650m walk east of Hostel. Alternately, one could just take the puffin tour or

the whale tour. MY PLAN: take the whale tour only (the last link in the prior sentence) since, according to the reviews, the puffin

tour doesn't get close enough to be meaningful. It leaves from Special Tours - Old Harbour in Reykjavik. Address :Aegisgardur

13, 101 Reykjavik, 1 Km from hostel. 1PM departure, 3.5 hour slow-boat option. RESERVED. Need electronic voucher (available

in app or I have saved it off to a PDF.)

24th, Tuesday. Snæfellsnes Peninsula. Or this one, I haven't compared. Or this one. I choose the 1st on in defference to it's

smaller crowd and greater date availability. Hotel pickup. RESERVED via Viator.

26th, Thursday. South Coast Full Day Tour from Reykjavik by Minibus. Or this one. Or this one. The second one looked the

best, but I had to go with the 1st one due to lack of availability. Hotel pickup. Includes two waterfalls - one a revisit, one new.

Black sand beaches. Full day. RESERVED via Viator.

Golden Circle Classic Day Trip from Reykjavik. Probably want to pass on this as it's a repeat of my earlier visit.

Landmannalaugar Hiking Tour. Or this one. Save this one for my free day (25th) if I wish. Includes a four hour hike.

Airport Shuttle.

Two bus options. The first is the cleanest in that it pics up from a single, central bus terminal. 2 Km walk from hostel. The second does

hotel pick ups, but can only get to some locations which are only loosely specified.

https://www.viator.com/tours/Reykjavik/Flybus-Round-Trip-Shuttle-from-Keflavik-Airport-to-Reykjavik-City-Centre

/d905-24308P8
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https://www.viator.com/tours/Reykjavik/Airport-Express-Shared-Departure-Transfer-from-Reykjavik-to-Keflavik-Airport

/d905-2970P52

And an option for transport via car: https://airportdirect.is/

I went for the 1st one.

Image

Hostel in Reykjavík:

Image

San Fran

Image

Paid Expedia a few extra bucks to make it cancelable.

Image

Cancelable

BART

Operating Hours:

Weekdays (4:00 am - Midnight)

Saturday (6:00 am - Midnight)

Sunday (8:00 am - Midnight)

Image

To Do:

ViewRanger maps, Mt. Blanc, Geneva, to Phone - DONE

Google maps to Phone - DONE

HERE maps to Phone - DONE

Same to tablet - DONE

Amtrak - DONE

Hotel, San Fran outgoing - DONE

Hotel, San Fran incoming - DONE

Hotel, Iceland - DONE

Book Iceland excursions - DONE

#FF0000:Update downloaded maps - DONE

Book Alcatraz tour - DONE

Reserve Iceland airport shuttle, both directions - DONE

Links:

Mt. Blanc Weather

Current Trail Conditions
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The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=MtBlanc2018+-+Trents+Notes
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Canadian Rockies

Players

Itinerary

Flights & Airport Shuttles

Trail & Road Navigation

da Bill

Trent's Notes

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Canadian+Rockies+-+Sept+2018
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Players:

In:

For the full trip:

Trent

Jack

Peg

(Note to self: 8 folks, 6 beds, or two 3 bed accommodations for the first part of the trip)

For the first 8 days only:

Ed

Betsy. The Serp Plan has them with the group through day 7, driving back to Calgary sometime that day/evening, staying

in a place they reserve that night, and flying out on day 8. I suggest all the short timers follow the same plan so that y'all

can ride together.

Anna

David

Donna

Out:

Stovers

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=CandianRockies2018+-+Players
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Itinerary:

Dates:

8-22 September, 2018 - FULL TIMERS. This is the same time frame I went several years ago and it worked out well - less crowds, fall

foliage, no snow at the elevations we'll be at, and plenty of photogenic rutting elk. Also the closing dates for some of the venues - like the

backcountry tea house mentioned below - suggests that these dates should be fine with respect to snow.

8-15 September, 2018 - PART TIMERS. The part timers will leaving the party sometime on the 14th, drive back to Calgary, and depart on

the 15th.

Day 1, Sept 8: Fly, Drive or Shuttle to Banff.

Gateway City: Calgary

Ground Transport: Anyone not in a rental car from the airport will need ground transportation to our first hiking spot: Banff (~90 mile

drive). One option I know of for a shuttle from Calgary (there are undoubtedly others) is here.

Lodging, Nights 1 thru 3:

Nights of 8-10 Sept, checking out the morning of the 11th.

Douglas Fir Resort and Chalets

525 Tunnel Mountain Road, Banff AB

~1/2 mile walk from the center of Banff if the shortcut I see on Google satellite is passable...little further otherwise.

2 Units, each with 3 Queen Beds and 1 Double Sofa Bed. I couldn't find any places with the six beds we'd need for 2 couples and 4

singles.
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Total, including all taxes and fees, is $1,673.68. Or ~$70 per person/night. Paid in advance, Costco Visa.

Reserved on Expedia, Itinerary #7322463853432

Cancellation Policy: Cancellations or changes made after 4:00pm (Mountain Daylight Time (US & Canada)) on Sep 6, 2018 or no-

shows are subject to a property fee equal to the first nights rate plus taxes and fees.

GPS Coordinates: 51.184581, -115.549514

Day 2 and 3, Sept 9-10: Hike in Banff.

Candidate Hikes: Note the trail names are links you can click on to get a detailed description including photos. In some cases we'll be

varying a bit from the route they detail, but the Trail & Road Navigation page has more info specific to our plans.

Cascade Amphitheater Trail

Total distance 7.76 miles (Out and back)

Height gain 2900 feet (that includes the rolly-polly and doesn't mean we'll be gaining 2,900 feet in elevation)

Max Height 6971 feet

Min Height 5155 feet

TH: 51.20333373, -115.5984328

Cory Pass

Total distance 7.99 miles (Loop)

Height gain 3832 feet

Max Height 7718 feet

Min Height 4675 feet

TH: 51.17412137, -115.6545348

Lake Minnewanka

Total distance - it's up to us. This is an out-and-back along a lake. With only one access road shown on maps there doesn't

appear any way to do a point-to-point.

Max Height 5155 feet.

Min Height 4845 feet

TH: 51.24779999, -115.500290

Day 4, Sept 11: Drive to Lake Louise.

~35 miles.

Along the way, hike Johnson Canyon

Johnson Canyon:

Total distance 7.14 miles. An out-back that turns around at the Ink Pots.

Height gain 2076 feet

Max Height 5753 feet

Min Height 4704 feet

TH: 51.2453200, -115.8409

Lodging, Day 4 thru 10:
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Lake Louise Inn

210 Village Rd, Lake Louise, AB T0L 1E0

Two rooms, one timed for the short-timers, one timed for the full-timers

Reserved via Expedia. Expedia Itinerary #s:7333927731909, 7333897030554

Cancellations or changes made after 4:00pm (Mountain Daylight Time (US & Canada)) on Sep 8, 2018 or no-shows are subject to a

property fee equal to the first nights rate plus taxes and fee.

GPS Coordinates: 51.428611, -116.182604

Day 5 thru 8, Sept 12-15. Hike Lake Louise Area.

Also a mid-trip day of rest is built in for looking around town, drinking beer, or for those who don't wanna rest, hiking the trails in and

behind town - they're many.

Plain of the Six Glaciers

This includes a stretch along Lake Agnes and then on to the Plain of Six Glaciers. There is a tea house at the far end that only accepts

cash and is open until mid October, 9am to 5pm. We'll also get fantastic views of Lake Louise on a large portion of the hike.

Total distance 10.36 miles (Loop - can be shortcut in an out-back to the tea house - that option is 4 miles round trip.)

Height gain 3842 feet

Max Height 7358 feet

Min Height 5710 feet

TH: 51.41743321, -116.2193081

Lake O'Hara. The link isn't for the exact hike I have planned, but this site will give you a good idea of what a gem this spot is.

Total distance 9.25 miles (Loop)

Height gain 3488 feet

Max Height 7951 feet

Min Height 6617 feet

TH: 51.35636889, -116.3371479

UPDATE: I wasn't able to get tickets for the bus ride into Lake O'Hara, they sold out instantaneously at the start of the sell. The alternative

is to walk the nearly 7 miles into the area and take the return bus out - no reservation is required to get back out. "Return out-bound bus

transportation is available at 9:30 a.m., 11:30 a.m., 2:30 p.m., 4:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. Reservations are not required for the return Out-

bound bus". (Source of this was the reservation page.) I'd be up for that and the only good news about walking is that we have the

flexibility to pick a day with good weather.

We definitely want to pack food for this day, but there may be some services available to day-users like us. From the Lake O'Hara Lodge

website: "The Lake O'Hara Lodge welcomes non-registered guests to visit the lodge between 10 am and 3 pm each day. Services for

day visitors are limited however we do offer afternoon tea from 3 pm to 4 PM each day. Space is limited and is offered on a first come first

serve basis starting at 3 p.m. We often have room for area visitors to join us for lunch served at noon daily. As we only have one seating

for lunch, you must check availability with us at the front desk, the day of, prior to 11 a.m. We do not accept credit cards at Lake O’Hara

Lodge, so payment is cash only."

Lake O'Hara Bus Parking Lot: 51.445100, -116.329915

Eiffel Lake

This is adjacent - and overlooking - the famously beautiful Moraine Lake.

Total distance 3.72 miles (one way)

Height gain 1728 feet

Max Height 7576 feet
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Min Height 6124 feet

TH: 51.32816462, -116.1815483

Days 9 and 10, Sept 16-17: - Remain at the Lake Louise Inn, but Focus on the
Fields Area, Hike, Photograph the Spiral Train Tunnel

Iceline Loop

Total distance 12.92 miles (Loop)

Height gain 3120 feet

Max Height 7162 feet

Min Height 4949 feet

TH: 51.49737959, -116.4851703

Note 1: there is an option I have detailed in ViewRanger to do a subset of this hike - a 10.5 mile out-back with about half the elevation

gain.

Note 2: Takakkaw Falls looks incredible and is just across the river from the start of the hike - there appears to be a bridge crossing the

river here and the falls are visible from the parking area.

Emerald Lake

Total distance 6.75 miles (Inverted Lollipop - IOW, we start at the sucker, not the stick)

Height gain 1184 feet

Max Height 4910 feet

Min Height 4261 feet

TH: 51.43942, -116.54149

Lower Spiral Tunnel Viewpoint: 51.431448, -116.402048

Upper Spiral Tunnel Viewpoint: 51.422454, -116.418678

There isn't a regular schedule, but if you see a train in Fields heading the right way it will get there in 10 minutes. 25-30 run per day.

Day 11, Sept 18: Drive to Jasper

~150 miles.

On the way we can do a short hike to view the Columbia Ice fields - an incredible glacier view and the location of some nearly tame big

horn sheep in 2005. I'm sure they haven't moved . Other stops along the route, all quick with just short tourist hikes (at most): Bow

Lake (51.67827, -116.46732), Peyto Lake (51.716596, -116.506216), Glacier Skywalk (52.258948, -117.277682), Tangle Falls

(52.267235, -117.286413).

Columbia Ice Fields. The link takes you to TrentsPhotos.com for a preview.

Total distance 1.80 miles, one way.

Height gain 1286 feet

Max Height 7926 feet

Min Height 6673 feet

TH: 52.220626, -117.20455459

Lodging in Jasper:

Jasper House Bungalows

Hwy 93 S, Jasper, AB T0E 1E0, Jasper

Reserved at their website.
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There will be either 2 or 3 beds and in either case there will also be a hideaway in the living room. (The specific room is not assigned

until later.)

It's right next to the river which, based on my prior trip here, was photogenic and teaming with wildlife.

Confirmation: JHBAB00448285

GPS Coordinates: 52.848205, -118.070197

Days 12 and 13, Sept 19-20: Hike Jasper.

Jacques Lake

Total distance 13.53 miles (Out and back)

Height gain 1495 feet

Max Height 5122 feet

Min Height 4768 feet

TH: 52.84890042, -117.72233388

Edith Cavell

Total distance 4.31 miles (Lollipop)

Height gain 1594 feet

Max Height 7145 feet

Min Height 5717 feet

TH: 52.68724, -118.0556

Fryatt Creek - From other folk's photos, the least interesting of the three.

Total distance 5.01 miles (Out and Back)

Height gain 297 feet

Max Height 4008 feet

Min Height 3950 feet

TH: 52.64887, -117.89994 Note that we may have to park at Athabasca Falls and walk ~1.5 miles one way to get to the trailhead.

There is a road shown only on some maps, it may not be very good.

Day 14, Sept 21: Drive/Shuttle to Airport.

I'll be driving in the other direction. One option for a shuttle is here.

Day 15, Sept 22: Fly Home.

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=CandianRockies2018+-+Itinerary
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Carson City Photo Club 2018 Outings, Trip Planning Notes

Fly Geyser

2/5/2018: Send email to the Friends of Black Rock to inquire about a tour. No private tours. I suggest folks sign up for the April

21st (primary) or 28th and to let me know if they sign up.

3/27/2018: I checked online and both dates are filled.

The following folks have signed up, all for 21 April:

Me

Cathy Carney and Len - will be driving directly to Gerlach

Jim Mitchell

Beth Matheus and Gary - will meet in N Carson, but then drive themselves, Beth will ride with me

Beth Breton and Chris - will meet in N Carson

Marylou Schindler - carpooling

Wilson Canyon

Proposed dates:

28 April

19 May

RSVPs:

Anke and Dave: either dates

Monique Giron: 28th

Cathy Carney

Donner Pass Train Tunnels

July August

Proposed dates:

4 August

18 August

Me

Anke - this "works better" for her

Beth Breton and Chris - this date exclusively

Christy Hollibone, 775-350-0853, either dates are fine

Cathy Carney, "August 18 would be a little bit better, but I might be able to make it the 4th."

Mary Lou

Dina S

hyknbyk@gmail.com

bhagenbuch2004@yahoo.com
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hollibonec@gmail.com

cathymcarney@gmail.com

hellomlreno@gmail.com

dinass829@gmail.com

A Weekend Camping Trip, Location TBD

Sept/Oct: A Weekend Camping Trip. I was going to look at Mono Lake. Assuming there are campsites there it would be a good spot for

photography plus it's 45 minutes from there to the Bodie Ghost town - two prime locations in one trip.

Local Jaunt: Split Fork Ranch

One of the other months

Links:

Trip Ideas Mail Out.

2019 Ideas

Walker River State Recreation Area

Visitors are invited to experience camping, hiking, biking, wildlife viewing, kayaking, fishing, or simply relaxing in an idyllic

country setting. CarsonNow

Ruby Mountains

Sparks Marina

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=CCPhotoClub+Outings+-+2018
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Dingle Way

Players

Itinerary

Flights

Ground Transport in Ireland (with some info on making calls)

Trail & Road Navigation

da Bill

Trent's Notes

Trent's Pack List

Important Downloads

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Ireland+-+1019
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Players:

Trent

Jack

Donna

Peg

The original document is available at http://www.trentsphotos.com/Wiki/tiki-index.php?page=DingleWay2019+-+Players
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Itinerary:

5 June // Day 1: Arrive Tralee

6 June // Day 2: Walk to Camp - 20km

7 June // Day 3: Walk to Annascaul - 17km

8 June // Day 4: Walk to Dingle - 23km

9 June // Day 5: Walk to Dunquin - 23km

10 June // Day 6: Rest day Dunquin

11 June // Day 7: Walk to Ballydavid - 21km

12 June // Day 8: Walk to Cloghane - 26km

13 June // Day 9: Walk to Castlegregory - 27km

14 June // Day 10: Walk to Camp - 10km

15 June // Day 11: Onward travel
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Ground Transport and Phone Calls in Ireland:

Arriving at Kerry Airport:

Per the airport's website, "Kerry Airport has taxis directly outside the terminal entrance." The site also provides a list of cab

companies:

John Brosnan: Telephone – 066 7141184 Mobile – 087 2601474

Sean Casey: Telephone – 087 4188564 / 064 6636666

Dan Corcoran: Telephone – 087 2488757

Sean Herlihy: Telephone – 087 2963636

Con Moran: Telephone – 066 9764701 Mobile – 087 2538759

Gerard Savage: Telephone – 087 2354786

Getting Back to Kerry Airport as we Depart:

I suspect all the companies listed above would work.

Google lists no taxis headquartered in Camp (our departure town), but one in Castlegregory just 7 Km away. It's the

Castlegregory and Camp Taxi Service. If the name wasn't proof enough, their website says they serve the Dingle Peninsula so

we should be able to use them. 086 6624150

Also Windmill Cabs services the area. 16 Km away. (0)66 7186777. Can book online.

Phone Calls:

Apparently the parenthetical (0) in the Windmill Cab number is required when dialing from within country. Not certain what you do

when using a US number within Ireland. Oh well.

The country code for Ireland is 00353 - used for international calls into Ireland

This from: https://www.justlanded.com/english/Ireland/Ireland-Guide/Telephone-Internet/Calling
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Trent's Notes:

Location of San Fran Greyhound stations. https://locations.greyhound.com/us/california/san%20francisco

To do:

Airfare

Greyhound Ticket

San Fran Hotel

Trip Insurance

Download Mac's App and Maps - OnePlus

Download ViewRanger OSM and ViewRanger Outdoors Map to S7 and OnePlus

Download Mac's App and Maps - S7

Download AllTrail App and Data - S7 and OnePlus

PLEASE CHECK INTO YOUR ACCOMMODATION BY 19:00 (7PM) OR LET YOUR ACCOMMODATION PROVIDER KNOW IF YOU ARE GOING TO BE LATE

For the 9 June meal -  Please call 48 hours in advance to book your evening meal if required as there are few options nearby. 

No visa is required

http://www.inis.gov.ie/en/INIS/Pages/non-visa-short-visit

Greyhound:

San Fran Hotels

Trip Insurance
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